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Rolling On
Here you have Dreamstreets #59. It’s been forty years since Dreamstreets #1, and
we’re still endeavoring to bring new things to our project. Here’s what’s new this
time:
We haven’t avoided noticing how much the topic of “dystopia” has
dominated our culture. Certainly dystopia has been depicted in cinema with
films like “Mad Max” and “Blade Runner,” but it’s also acquired a recurring
presence in our post-war literature with titles like 1984 and myriad others. As a
result, we at Dreamstreets – Franetta, Phillip, Douglas, and myself – have taken
up the effort to begin collectively to write a new “utopian” novel as a response to
this trend. We’ve titled our novel RETOPIA, written under the nom d’plume of
“Dale Scribe.” In this issue we present the first five chapters. We might add that
two chapter from RETOPIA were previously published in the September-October
2018 issue of The Broadkill Review.
Also in this issue we present a selection of poetry from Delaware poet
James Miller. Miller has earned a Master of Fine Arts from New York University,
and an Emerging Poet Fellowship from the Delaware Division of the Arts. His
latest book of poetry is Shell Songs published this year by Kelsay Books. Also in
this issue is a poetry selection from Phillip Bannowsky.
Our cover art for this issue is provided by George Stewart in a work called
"Osiris Raised From The Dead By Isis," which is © George Stewart/Side Two
Productions. George is also the producer and host of “Crazy College,” heard on
Sundays on Newark radio station WVUD. George and I go way back to the early
1970s when I was editing the “bad boy” monthly newspaper VIEWPOINT from
the University of Delaware. George is also a filmmaker, and his illustrations and
poetry have appeared in recent issues of Dreamstreets.
Douglas Morea has another installment from his ongoing extended prose
piece entitled For The Children of the Lotus in the current issue. In fact Douglas’
piece kicks off the content of Dreamstreets #59 right after the following important
message, which may interest many of our readers.
–– Steven Leech
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Invitation to Submit to Dreamstreets
For over forty years, Dreamstreets has published works by contemporary and
historical writers and artists who live in, or have a strong connection to,
Delaware. While we have at times opened for submissions, we have usually
published work among a close-knit community of artists. We believe it is time to
regularize that practice with a clear submissions process and publication twice
per year, while occasionally publishing an extra and more closely-curated
number, such as our Summer 2018 issue on the history of music from
Wilmington in the 20th century.
What are we looking for? First, Delaware authors, those residing here and
those in the diaspora. We like everything from avant-guard to home-spun. We
like art that’s progressive and authors who are diverse. About forty years ago,
we declared that we would not publish anything fascist, racist, or sexist, which
set us somewhat apart, yet we have never been afraid of being edgy. Our
purpose has always been to promote art that is marginalized by the insular
esthetic of Delaware’s political economy, not to mention its insular geography.
Take a look at past issues, archived at dreamstreetsarchive.com, but don’t limit
yourself to what you see there. See if you fit the Delawarean criteria, check our
submission guidelines, and submit.
Submission Guidelines (Read these carefully, or you may be ignored.)
We accept literary submissions in any genre from Delawareans and those in
the Delaware Diaspora. We solicit our own visual art. Generally, we do not
reprint previously published contemporary work although one previously
published poem in a sequence of unpublished poems might be permissible; just
make sure we know, so we can give credit. Our reading periods are during the
months of December and June, although we may announce changes. Anything
received outside of these submission periods will not be accepted or answered.
Send up to 5 poems of no more than 5 pages. Prose more than 10 pages will
have to work hard to find a place. Begin no more than one poem on a page and
make your stanza breaks clear. Send your work to sleech(at)udel.edu as a single
attached document in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx) and write “Submission” in
the email subject heading. Include a cover page with name, address, phone
number, email and a short bio of 50 words or less, and indicate your connection
to Delaware. Double space prose, single space poetry, use 12-pt Times New
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Roman font, and remove extra space between paragraphs. Align text left, except
for special or unusual typography, in which case, we may have to work with you
to render it faithfully.
Simultaneous submissions are fine, but please let us know in your cover
letter if you are courting another and inform us immediately if your work
becomes elsewhere engaged. We reserve first serial rights until publication,
when all rights revert to the author. Our rights include electronic as well as print
publication and magazine re-prints. Please give Dreamstreets credit if you republish your work.
Submit only once per reading period in each genre unless we ask for more.
Our editorial committee will review your work and get back to you before the
next issue.
“Go at it boldly, and you'll find unexpected forces closing round you and coming to
your aid.” – Basil King

cold winter morning
frosty snow blowing
crackling crystal beneath my feet
eyelids filtered white to shield
my soul walking naked
the voyage of angels
–– mOtHeRtUcKeR
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MOMENT 10

O DANIEL BOONE WHEREFORE ART THOU?
Douglas Morea
“Baseball is the only major sport that appears backwards in a mirror.”
—George Carlin
“Why does everybody stand up and sing ‘Take Me Out To The Ballgame’ when they’re
already there?” —Louie Anderson
You were born in a little log cabin, and spent your life looking not for a bigger
log cabin but for a bigger place to put the little one in. So was our America settled, in
spirit. You would have died in that wooden box, except that your kinsfolk provided
you with the dignity of a house of stone to die in. Today that stone house stands, yet
your bones were first laid to rest such as to be confuted with those of one of your black
slaves. In your tomb today we do not know for certain whose skull we celebrate. And I
wonder, smiling now, does it matter? Either way, we have us a hero of our national
birth.
When I was 13, I discovered you, Daniel Boone, as if you yourself were a new
continent, in a well written child’s biography. It conveniently left out any mention of
black slaves, but did honestly present the general social and political tone, and violence,
in the winning of a wilderness. I loved that book so much that I cried when you died at
the end, even though you died most full of years. But I discovered a magic trick to
drive my tears away: Turn back to page one, and you got born all new again. Because
once upon a time you were a real person—but since then you’ve become a story too.
And you can do that with stories. Hey, I was only 13, after all, and I still needed life to
go on forever.
But even at 13 I was troubled by something I could not trick away. In my mind’s
eye indeed your paradise wilderness of Kentucky loomed magically, as a table prepared
for a Thanksgiving feast. And yet, when you and your white Anglos were done
feasting, what a devastation lay upon that table! Thanks a lot? The native humans you
drove off had dwelt there for some ten thousand years before you. Did they change the
land? Certainly. They readily established themselves as the new keystone species,
whose outward ripples always reshape the order of all the rest—to which they did add
invasives: maize, beans and squash. But they catastrophically spoiled nothing, because
they did not exceed the carrying capacity of the land, while probably increasing the
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environment’s complexity and, as Darwin would later show, thereby lifting its
efficiency and stability. Then, after ten thousand years, came The Daniel Boone, and in
less than a generation your ilk had so fouled that nest that you yourself could no longer
stand your own multiplying stink, and had to escape to Missouri—honestly feeling
betrayed, as if someone else had done this to you. And what troubles me now, these
decades later, old man that I have become, is that I have learned how truly decent a
human being you personally were. Damn you, Daniel Boone! Why could you not have
been a rapacious bastard? So the rest of us could hate you for that laying of waste, and
feel free of blame ourselves? Why did you have to go and be among the best of us,
atrocity coiling splendor?
And where are we today, just a few centuries later? Where almost every
generation finds itself at moments, as Abraham Lincoln—himself in the flesh a twinkle
in the eye of those pioneers who personally followed you—found himself in his
moment, bearing witness to the testing of whether his nation, or any nation so
conceived and dedicated, would endure. So we the living in our turn now see our
national table spread before us with heaps of jigsaw pieces all scattered amongst one
another. Each belongs to a picture, but not the same one. And even assembled, none of
the pictures would fit together into one grand sky. Each piece shouts here I am! I
promise you my whole picture! And each picture shouts take me, for I will fill your
whole sky. The politicians will attempt to render the coming blood-bath quaint.
Congress will convene committees, and the news will show Lady Liberty spritzing her
yawning cleavages with eau de contraire. Old MacFunny had a farm—how much
longer will his garden grow?
Once again we see Thanksgiving devastated. We are threatened with a national
death. But would that be so bad? Alright, I am biased. I am at the point where I awake
each morning wondering quizzically why am I still here? While the list of my old
medical professionals whom I’ve had to, um, replace, grows yearly longer. But still, in
our world individual lives are built to end, and history teaches that countries are
individuals too; are they not then entitled to an attitude of shrifting, a neat packaging of
acceptance, like a story? Both Hitler and Churchill chose a thousand years to wrap up
their respective World Order packages. Luckily for most of our world, Hitler’s plot line
received swift and severe editing, while Churchill’s requires, as of this writing, less than
fifty years for its millennial completion—taking the Battle of Hastings as its inception.
Thomas Jefferson had dim hopes for our United States of America, expecting a
revolution every twenty years or so. No wonder his gravestone celebrates only his
founding of his University—which yet lives, and may well outlive that other founding
yet. So perhaps we ought to indulge a contemplative sanguine sigh here, and toast with
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our hearts to all well-wrapped packages. Mr. Boone, you built your own coffin—your
last personal log cabin, as it were—and practiced laying yourself out in it, to make sure
you would have a comfortable and fitting repose. You knew how to end a good story. I
do admire that. Good show!
A curious thing can happen to one whose lifestyle puts one perpetually in the
driver’s seat. It happened to me when for years I routinely chauffeured my small
children. The day comes when suddenly you are yourself only a passenger, with
another behind the wheel. There is a moment of panic, of loss of control, a sense that if
oneself is not in charge, then nobody is! And that’s terrifying, in the middle of a busy
intersection. No, you are not having a power issue: it is not your ego that feels
threatened, but your safety. Can this be part of the fear of dying, at least for one who
has evolved beyond the 13 year old’s hard-wired need for immortality? Who will water
the geranium when I am no longer here to remember to see to that. Will there be Civil
Liberties after the death of the American Constitution? Will the Bill of Rights wither
without us? Who will keep turning it daily, so it will grow straight, and not lean and
fall to the inevitable crookedness of the window sun? Or, perhaps we darkly fear the
next caretaker will do a better job than we? For surely we have been miserable dirty
little hypocrites at times, now haven’t we? Is our fear of death based in the simple gut
hubris that we and we alone know how to steer the damn love?
But those of us who understand that all love takes faith will not mourn, but
rather hold that all who’ve ever deeply loved will find in remembered devotion a fitting
home, a home far better than any old gone country that became unfit. So, in the end, as
always, we must finally have faith, and allow that our children will grow the hands that
will fit whatever wheels they must come to grasp.
Yes. Yes, as always, there are people who if they can, will bring any country to
its knees, both inside it as well as out. It’s not if or maybe, but just a question of when,
of opportunity, a weakness in the formulations of power, a weakness in the faith and
nerve of too many otherwise good people. Our enemy is not just at society’s bottom, or
its top, or its diddle-middle, or looney fringes. It’s not the communists or the feminists
or the atheists or the Papists. Or even most would-be terrorists. And NO NO NO it is
NOT the JEWS. Anybody who can’t come up with somebody newer to blame than the
Jews needs to be shot for Criminal Repetition and Endangerment of Originality. I’m
warning you: Don’t bore me! No. It would be none of these per se, but any “them”
grasping upon a moment of preexisting national failure, a body politic that simply has
lost the will to thrive. Why am I so concerned? Over the decades of my life, a growing
number of countries in a growing number of ways have been becoming better than we
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are, and the main reason is that they increasingly practice our ideals that we
increasingly don’t.
I humbly submit for blame: Roy Rogers, and Davy Crocket. And all the redblooded Americans who in some remarkable way must have wilderness to ruin—call it
taming, or deflowering, or forcing into a box a breakfast for losers who dream of being a
famous egomaniac someday, if only they could somehow come up smelling like an
origami rose made from a dollar bill. I blame the people who dare to break anything
priceless for the priceless opportunity to go out and make all the same obvious mistakes
all over again. I blame anyone who will grow larger at any expense except whatever it
costs to grow better. I blame anyone who thinks a torch song celebrates love: it
doesn’t—it celebrates loneliness. Therefore: Forget Hitler. Forget Stalin. Remember
Miniver Cheevy, who was “born too late,” and “missed the medieval grace of iron
clothing.” Remember all the otherwise good people who think that just because, like
Magellan, you can go East by going West, that therefore you can go Forward by going
Backward. And remember our good friend here, Daniel Boone. Step up, Daniel, and
take a bow. We have a good handle on you.

Autumn Hex

Franetta McMillian
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James Miller
Ars Poetica from Mercy Street
I stop here on Sundays to listen to her play.
Her songs are homeless, and the buildings
in which she plays change. Only the piano,
the return of chords carried by echoes,
lets me know from outside it’s her.
I have not been in this building before.
The stairwell is old. Like a basement
it leads to a slanting light beneath the door.
The music does not become louder, only more clear
as I walk up the steps.
I believe she knows I was carried here by sound
and because of this allows me to enter—
the smooth length of her arms becoming sharp, exact,
fast at the points of her fingers.
There is something to how her fingers push the keys
as if knowing one note from the absence of others
that makes me believe all songs echo to the silence of another.
She does not stop playing when I touch her shoulder.
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Driving Up Old Steep Road
I wouldn’t call it lonely, the porch
that sails above the sea, the porch
that everyone driving up Old Steep Road
looks down at hovering
like a single wing in solid air above the waves.
No, that porch can’t be lonely, for my whole life
people have talked about it, telling me
how no one will dare walk on it, insisting
that the house it holds onto is half drowned anyway.
But I don’t know, there’s just been so many days
I’ve wanted to drive down to that house,
to bust through its doors
and to jump and jump on that porch
until it finally did fall in, finally
ending this long, lonely wait for both of us.

On the Local Train
I stare at the length of her neck,
close my eyes, let go my breath—
I let my air taste her sweat,
that heat beneath her hair, salt
of a workday done.
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Phillip Bannowsky
For My Grandson Shain
“The relation between adult survivorship and the emergence of
sophisticated new cultural traditions, starting with those of the
Upper Paleolithic, was almost certainly a positive feedback process.”
From “The Evolution of Grandparents,” by Rachel Gaspari, (Scientific
American, August, 2011):
The last horizon that you someday see.
may be the twenty second century.
Will robots have replaced your aging parts?
Will progress have supplanted human hearts?
Will fruit still sprout from seeds, and sunflowers be?
How will the newest chips remember me?
Will you feel the breath of my poetry?
What will remain, when life long departs?
Behind you are braided streams
of fathers and mothers, tongues and dreams,
ebbing beyond horizons past
since Eden. No legacy holds so fast
as when its source a second era lasts.
When waters yon unravel edgeward, cast
your gaze my way—not so dark death seems
when in my grand old eyes your future gleams.
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I like to think
(it has to be!)
of a cybernetic ecology
where we are free of our labors
and joined back to nature,
returned to our mammal
brothers and sisters,
and all watched over
by machines of loving grace.
–– Richard Brautigan

© 2018 Dreamstreets Press
P.O. Box 4593
Newark, Delaware 19711
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chapter one

The Night of Jubilee
World renowned contralto Josephette Congo was as alone as she could get on the
observation deck of the luxury yacht Sea Dragon. It was a lovely moonlit night.
The seas were calm and the stars sparkled like fairy dust in the achingly clear
sky. Josephette's assigned security escort, a deadly serious young woman with
honey brown skin and the greenest eyes Josephette had ever seen, had somehow
managed to spirit the two of them away from the madding crowd so that
Josephette might have a few minutes to rest her voice and get her game face on.
In a little over an hour, Ms. Congo was due to give the performance of her life: a
private recital for the reclusive American tech billionaire, Erik Stone, in honor of
his 60th birthday. Mr. Stone had been a fan of Josephette's for years, even sending
her armfuls of roses after some performances. Once he'd even tried to ask her on
a date via one of his bodyguards, but Josephette politely declined. Tonight they
would meet for the first time.
And that's when the real performance would begin. Hidden in the folds of
her indigo evening gown was a pocket hypo with a needle thinner than a
whisper; hidden in that needle was the virus that would first cripple, then kill
Erik Stone. It was the performance for which Josephette had trained almost her
entire life.
Yet as she stared at the moon's wavy reflection in the water, she couldn't
quite convince herself she was doing the right thing. There was no question Erik
Stone deserved some punishment. Back when Josephette was a little girl, a
company owned by Mr. Stone came to do some "exploratory work" in her
village. They were searching for minerals to help fuel the tech revolution, which
must have seemed to her fellow villagers at least as far away as Pluto, since
Josephette's hamlet had only recently acquired consistent electricity. But the
smooth-talking reps from Stone's subsidiary promised tribal leaders a fair share
of the spoils if they found anything of value, so the elders gave them the consent
they sought.
Of course Stone's reps lied like White men from the West always did.
Josephette never forgave her village elders for being seduced by the same old
song and dance. But what Stone's men did was far worse. Not only did they rape
the land and poison the water, they raped some of the women as well, one of
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whom was Josephette's oldest sister, T'wanna, who was barely a woman at
sixteen. T'wanna never recovered; she died by her own hand, shunned by her
tribe, a year later.
Josephette's musical gift spared her the worst of it. Even as a young girl
her voice rang strong and deep with a maturity far beyond her years. That along
with her ethereal looks – Josephette Congo was an albino – almost guaranteed
her stardom. Josephette had been singing for her supper since she was eight
years old.
Ms. Congo doubted Erik Stone knew her sister's, or even her old village's,
name. His empire was vast and except for a few trips to the opera and concerts,
he hardly ventured outside of his carefully constructed kingdom. Even when he
was with his powerful peers, he was a loner and a man of few words. But it was
his money that killed her childhood, and for that he would pay.
"Ms. Congo," someone said gently, "I hate to disturb you,
but you have only thirty minutes until show time."
"Uh. Yeah," said Josephette in a daze. She tore herself away from the
moon's reflection to see her security escort standing close. Josephette wondered
how long she'd been there.
"Did I scare you?" the woman asked. "You did ask me to warn
you about the time."
"I did," Josephette acknowledged. She couldn't get over how green this
woman's eyes were. Was she wearing contacts? Did Mr. Stone allow such vanity
in his security staff? Josephette turned her attention back to the water.
"I know what you are planning to do," the woman whispered
barely loud enough for Josephette to hear. Josephette struggled to keep her
composure. She couldn't believe she'd come this close only to be discovered. It
wasn't just the words the security escort spoke that chilled her to the bone, but
the language she used to speak them. It was Josephette's tribal language that she
almost never heard outside of the village where she was born.
"I know what you are planning to do," the escort repeated
in the same language. "And I would ask you not to do it."
Josephette couldn't believe her ears. The woman's accent was perfect.
"Does Mr. Stone know?" she asked. She kept her eyes glued to the water.
"No," the woman replied. "And I don't plan to tell him, even if I cannot
deter you from your planned course of action."
Josephette laughed bitterly. "You're not a very loyal employee then."
"I have not worked for Mr. Stone very long," the woman confessed. "In
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fact, I only got assigned to you because in your rider you requested a female
security escort and Mr. Stone does not have many on his staff."
"How did you find out about my plans?" asked Josephette. The guard
gave her a straight answer without shame: "You keep an electronic diary, which
you store in the cloud. I read it."
Now Josephette was truly spooked. Who was this green eyed woman
anyway? Why did she care what Josephette did?
"Are you CIA?" she asked, not that the woman was going to tell her if she
was.
"No, I have nothing to do with that organization. Though about 15 years
ago, I worked on a classified project with the NSA. But I am independent now."
"You're not connected with any government agency?"
Josephette was incredulous. How did this woman manage to hack her
diary without some larger entity behind her? Josephette's security was top notch.
Or so she thought.
"No, we have been on our own for almost 15 years," the woman said.
Josephette noticed the woman said we when most people would have said
I, but she decided to ignore it. "May I ask your name?"
At first the woman pointed to the name on her uniform – Violet – but
when Josephette frowned, she sighed and said, "A long time ago my name was
Vida Cosmos."
Josephette wasn't exactly satisfied with that answer either, but something
about Vida's manner convinced her she was telling as close to the truth as she
could manage. Besides: time was running out and Josephette longed to hear
why this so-called Vida thought Erik Stone's life was worth sparing.
"Why shouldn't I follow through with my plans?" she asked defiantly.
"Because justice is so much bigger than revenge," said Vida. Her tone was
quiet and measured; she seemed almost shy. Yet her words had the weight of an
elder's. There was a lifetime of thought behind them.
"You may be right," Josephette conceded, "but I don't have the time or the
money to have this thing wind its way through the courts."
"Your plan will not restore your sister's honor, nor will it heal the water
and the land."
"But it'll destroy the one thing that rich fucker holds dear: his body, piece
by piece, bit by bit. Just like he and his minions have destroyed everything of
mine."
Vida placed her hands on Josephette's shoulders. "Suppose," she began, "I
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could obtain for you the resources to heal your childhood land? Though it is still
experimental, the technology does exist to accomplish such a feat. Money will be
no object."
Josephette just grunted. "Tell me: how is a lowly security guard supposed
to pull that off?"
Vida smiled a playful smile, which was a stark contrast to the oh so
serious expression she'd worn for most of the night. Her hands dropped from
Josephette's shoulders.
"Observe," she said, then shut her eyes. Seconds later all the lights went
out on the Sea Dragon. Josephette heard a few yelps of panic from the main deck
and she felt like yelping a little herself. Then Vida opened her eyes – and almost
instantly everything was back to normal. Suddenly Josephette felt very cold.
"How did you do that?" she demanded.
"Mr. Stone has smart controls on this ship. I hacked them. Not by myself,
mind you. I had help."
Josephette had a realization. "Do you not want me to follow through with
my plan because you and your 'help' have plans of your own?"
Vida shrugged. "No, Erik Stone doesn't matter to me. To us."
"But I do?"
"Yes. I believe that given the right tools and adequate resources, you could
be a force for good in the world."
"So you would furnish me with the means to rehabilitate my childhood
home, no strings attached?"
Vida looked Josephette straight in the eye. That's when Josephette noticed
that not only were Vida's eyes a surreal shade of green, they were also iridescent.
Though the holy men and women of Josephette's childhood often spoke of
trickster gods and guardian spirits, she never paid them any mind. But now she
wondered if she should have taken their tales a bit more seriously.
"What better way to avenge T'wanna's suffering than to rebuild what you
have lost?" asked Vida. "It would not be the same of course. But there will be
healing where there once was a festering sore and there will be light were there
was bitterness."
Suddenly Josephette was on the verge of tears. T'wanna. Vida had spoken
her sister's name and spoken it as perfectly as she had spoken Josephette's tribal
language. She said T'wanna's name as if she'd known and loved her all her life. If
Vida was a spy, she was unlike any spy Josephette could imagine. Maybe she
really was from the spirit world.
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"How will you give me what I need?" she asked.
"I will send you some literature about the tech to a special black box email address which I will give you before you leave tonight," Vida replied. "The
funds will be provided via three numbered Swiss bank accounts."
"Where's the money coming from?"
"Various sources, including Mr. Stone himself. His accountants have set
up a complicated network of shell companies and overseas holdings to help him
reduce his tax burden."
"I gather you're doing all this without Mr. Stone's permission."
"Yes," Vida stated simply. "But it's not like he's going to miss the money.
At last count, Erik Stone's worth was some 23 billion and change. It is not
humanly possible for him to keep track of every penny."
Josephette laughed. "You're a vigilante like me."
Vida smiled. "I suppose we are."
There it was, that we again. Josephette was dying to ask about it, but time
was getting short.
"I have no doubt," Vida began, "that your plan will bring you some
closure. But the closure of an eye for an eye is fleeting at best. At least playing
Robin Hood will give your village a second chance."
Josephette looked to her wrist for the time, only to remember she wasn't
wearing a watch.
"We should be making our way to the stage," Vida said. "We have less
than five minutes."
The two women started walking. Vida had her hand on the small of
Josephette's back to guide her.
"Okay," Josephette sighed. "You win. We'll try it your way."
Then she thought, I will not be an assassin tonight. Instantly her heart felt
lighter, like a fever breaking, like a rainbow after a thunderstorm. Josephette
imagined the stream that circled her village running clear instead of black and
the women gathered there to do the week's laundry. It was such a simple scene,
mundane really, but for the first time in years, she felt hopeful. Dreaming of Erik
Stone's suffering and death had never made her feel that way. She started
humming a wash song she hadn't heard in years and this was thesong she
entered the Sea Dragon's recital hall singing, her joy making the room come
alive. Instead of giving Stone her hatred, Josephette gave him her best self. Erik
Stone thought she had written the exotic sounding melody just for him.
"I couldn't do it," Josephette told her friend Malik Kubota when she
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returned the unused pocket hypo.
"Why?" he asked. "Vengeance has been your dream. And I doubt you will
ever get that close to him again."
"I was offered a better way," Josephette took her tablet from her purse and
showed Kubota the file the mysterious Vida Cosmos had sent her. He put on
some reading glasses and swiped through a few pages. It was difficult to read his
expression. It ran the gamut from awe to suspicion.
"Who sent this to you?" he asked.
"I had a security escort during my time aboard the Sea Dragon who was
sympathetic to my cause if not my method. She told me her name was Vida
Cosmos."
"Did she work for Erik Stone?"
"Yes, she did, but she hadn't been with him for long."
Kubota frowned. "And you trusted her?"
"She spoke the language of our childhood, Malik. And she spoke it like a
native. She'd read my diary. She knew my sister's name. She made every light on
the Sea Dragon go dark just by closing her eyes."
Kubota flicked through a few more pages of the file onJosephette's tablet.
He supposed it all was possible – the rehabilitation of the farmland and water
supply, the 3D printed huts and schools, the vaccination program -- but who was
going to pay for it? Josephette had done well -– she'd netted €300,000 just from
the Sea Dragon gig alone – but she hadn't done that well.
"Who's paying for all this?"
That's when Josephette got the strangest look on her face.
"I have access to more money than I know what to do with now. Vida
gave it to me"
"Where did it come from?" Malik asked.
"I assume Vida and her co-conspirators hacked it somehow. Just like they
hacked the smart controls on Erik Stone's yacht, just like they hacked into my
diary."
"Was she CIA?"asked Malik.
"No," Josephette replied, shaking her head. "She claimed to have worked
for the NSA about 15 years ago, but I can neither confirm nor deny that."
"What can you confirm?" Malik asked.
"There was an American woman named Vida Cosmos who died of a heart
attack 15 years ago. She had a degree in Computer Science, even graduated with
honors, but only sporadically worked in her field. Mostly she worked odd jobs
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and made short films. She looked nothing like the security escort on Stone's ship.
Even if the picture on her obituary had been black and white, I would've
recognized those green eyes anywhere."
Malik laughed a little. "You make her sound almost otherworldly."
"She had that quality, yes. More than once during our brief encounter I
thought about those tales the village shamans used to tell..."
"The night of Jubilee is coming," Malik read. It was the tagline on Vida
Cosmos' e-mail. Then: "I've heard this slogan before."
"I actually saw it spray painted on a wall in Barcelona a couple of years
ago," Josephette said. "I barely paid it any mind. I figured the vandal was young,
frustrated, and dreaming for a chance of revenge that most likely would never
come."
"I first saw it on a hackivist bulletin board called Margaret Thatcher is
100% Sexy..."
Josephette broke into giggles and Malik relished the sound. Josephette's
giggle was almost the exact opposite of her singing voice: high-pitched, girlish
and innocent.
"What a silly name," she said.
Malik continued: "There was a thread discussing thepossibility of a global
electronic reset, a global Jubilee, that would fulfill the prophecy of the last being
first and the first being last. If you wrote the code for Utopia, would human
consciousness follow? Assuming such a thing was possible, how would it be
done? How would you define the reset? Would you eliminate all debt? How
would you justly divide world assets? Make everyone strictly equal? Or set
everything back to zero? What about real estate, natural resources, water rights?
It was a tantalizing intellectual exercise, and I remember throwing my two cents
in, but I never thought it would go anywhere..."
"Do you think this Vida and her cohorts are trying a test run?" Josephette
asked.
Malik flipped through the file again. He paused at a video showing a
house being printed by a large yellow machine that reminded him of those alien
robots he saw in movies. It was amazing. He couldn't believe his humble village
could have access to such technology. "Maybe," he replied. Then: "Tell you what:
let's lie low for a month and see if Mr. Stone misses his money. Then let's start
building."
They waited. Erik Stone never missed a thing. In fact, he sent Josephette a
handwritten note thanking and praising her for her command performance on
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the Sea Dragon. So Josephette and Malik started to rebuild the village of their
dreams Josephette dedicated the park in the new village commons to T'wanna
and Vida. Who's Vida? some villagers wanted to know. Someone who wanted to
help and did, Josephette said. Maybe Vida didn't want recognition, but
Josephette did not want her good works to remain a complete secret.
The vengeful thought of Erik Stone's crippled and lifeless body never
poisoned Josephette's mind again.
–– Franetta McMillian

chapter two

Honor
Phillip Bannowsky’s boots straddled the stones scattered like turtle shells in the
tawny sand, each shielding a damp nest of pasturage across the flood plane of
Bear Creek, oxbowed and purling against the bolder peeled from bluffs ages past
before the Spanish christened this El Viejo before Sam Houston wrested it from
the Mexicans before Bannowsky’s great-great grandfather fought the Prussians
beside Karl Marx, fled for Galveston, and settled here one hundred and seventy
years before this latest split of Texas from the United Snowflakes of America,
everyone on the tit of the Shmoostest with the Moostest, and before Gus Zibilsky
and Amiel Crockett found themselves here face to face for a twenty-first century
duel, now that Texas had restored such test of honor.
Although Bannowsky had opposed the duel law, Gus chose him as his
second. Amiel’s second was his brother Bill, an oil man and senator, who was all
in with duels, just not this one. Texas law said you had to have a member of the
Ranch and Oil Senate present at duels. Said Senate constituted the Upper
Chamber of the Texas General Assembly these days. Bill was an odd duck. He
used to keep a copy of Raw Suck in one back pocket, his .45 varmint gun in the
other. He left the book on flight back from Port Arthur. The .45 was in the glove
box of his pickup, parked outside the ranch house.
Bannowsky perceived out of what seemed to be the corner of his eye a
slight rift in the pearl-blue heavens—not so uncommon since the Snowflakes
began animating robots with dybbuks—and he had the queerest sensation that
he was living far from Texas and hanging out with burnt-out hippies, one of
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whom had written Raw Suck, hippies who never ever got around to building
their magical techno-utopia after all, and then the perception passed like an eyefloater when you forget it’s there.
With Bill looking over his shoulder, Bannowsky checked his phone for the
Code Duello, that Irishman’s Bible for the field of honor. As his thumb spun the
screen down the provisions for apologies and hazards of secondship, the Texas
Host turned on and broadcast a 1928 recording of “The Eyes of Texas,”
performed by the the University of Texas Long Horn Band with male chorus,
Burnett Pharr, Director.
Zibilski was one of Bannowsky’s many cousins of various degree who
populated the hill country, this one special since it was his late ma who had
gathered the artifacts of the clan in the Kimble County Historical Museum, one
of those old unprofessionally-curated collections of belt buckles and documents
redolent of sweaty ranch hands, stained with spilled hundred-year-old gravy,
and coded with family secrets. It was natural that he would select Phillip as his
second. Zibilski lived on a section of Father B’s old ten-thousand acre spread,
which he ran as a hunting lodge, stocked with exotics from Africa and Asia, not
cattle and sheep, remembered Bannowsky. And feral boars. Can’t really judge,
seein’ as how I got the lion’s share, the old ranch house off the Bear creek, a few
steers, and I run one-thousand, seven hundred and twelve, last count, Angora
goats. Good thing for both of us no property taxes. Still, at least Gus has
something to lose besides honor.
Amiel had a name older in Texas than Zibilsky or Bannowsky: Crockett,
whence the dispute at hand under this Texas sun. The Bannowskys had been
“Democrats without a collar” since the original immigrant, Frederick Louis
Bannowsky, had been appointed Burnet County’s Confederate Justice of the
Peace. The Crockett’s had been Republicans since Davy, and Gus had a problem
forgetting a political geneology well-dissolved by time and the latest Texas
Secession, especially when his tongue was well-loosed with beer at a horseshoe
match with Amiel. The horseshoe stake had been singing with ringers including
Gus’s penultimate toss in the final game, which put him 21 against Amiel’s 19,
but his last toss fell pathetically short. Still the best Amial could do was kill Gus’s
ringer with one of his own and then get 3 points with a second ringer and be one
up on the round, and you needed two to win, but what happened was worse,
much.
Now, it’s worth noting that there was one further difference besides the
politics of their progenitors that weighed on the seriousness of this match:
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tossing styles. Gus held the horseshoe by the shank so it spun exactly 250 degrees
on a level trajectory like a flying saucer and landed open side on the stake with a
satisfying clank. This is the method preferred by those well-schooled in the sport,
but it requires great practice to spin it exactly where it has only a 25 percent
chance to go, much less when you consider how hard it is to make it go flat.
Amiel persisted in the amateur’s technique of holding the shoe thumb on the toe
caulk and flipping (or “flopping”) it, whereby one has an even chance of hitting
the open side or the toe, in which latter case the shoe tends to carom off the stake,
cartwheel across the field, and hide in the bushes. He also pitched from the
wrong foot forward, so his success was a double insult to those who did the
honorable thing and honed their skill against the longer odds.
Amiel drained his beer can, crunched it in his fist and tossed it back over
his shoulder to fall with a dull clunk in the sand. He grabbed one shoe leaning
against the near backboard and took aim in his usual imbalanced manner,
holding the toe in his right hand over his left boot. He swung back stiffly,
stepped out, and let fly, putting just a little too much back spin on the shoe as a
flipped (flopped) across and banged Gus’s one ringer in deeper before bouncing
up and landing short of the stake. Meanwhile, Gus began to hum “Davy, Davy
Crockett, King of the Wild Frontier.” Amiel gave him one of those won’t back
down stares and picked up the other shoe, this time handling it by the shank, like
a serious athlete. Gus stopped humming and Amiel set himself up the same way
Gus was used to doing, legs together and taking aim with the delicacy of a
tiddly-wink. He gave his bones a shake so that the shoulder joint would swing
with a minimum of friction, let drop the shoe in a pendulous semicircle, and
launched it into a lofty arc, where it gracefully spun on a perfect plane and
dropped hard on his previous shoe, so that the pair exploded in a chaotic clatter
which replaced Gus’s ringer with Amiel’s six-point triumphant twins.
“Sneaky as an Injun.” Murmered Gus.
“What did you say?” asked Amiel.
Gus knew that when any Texan who is not deaf asks this question, it
means “Care to reconsider before I reach for iron?” Something told Gus if he was
oblique he could get away with it, and he began to sing:
He give his word an' he give his hand
That his Injun friends could keep their land
An' the rest of his life he took the stand
That justice was due every redskin band
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Davy, Davy Crockett, holdin' his promise dear!
Amiel, like Bannowsky, and like his ancestor, for that matter, was of that
faction that felt the betrayal of the Indians they had stolen the country from was
a dishonor only to be surpassed by the dishonor of betraying one’s own
countrymen. It was the Texan’s an original sin, so to speak, and one best left to
heaven. Now, Davy Crockett had joined General Jackson against the Creeks, but
opposed Jackson on Indian removal, to no avail. Hence, the Crocketts, Alamo
martyrs or no, were suspected of being a Redskin fifth column. Making the
accusation more acute was how the Indians had been re-asserting their ancient
claims with the support of the Snowflakes, who had succeeded in holding on to
ninety-nine percent of the military, which they had ninety-nine percent
demobilized. Honor, furthermore, is said to be an attribute of one’s eternal soul,
a stain on which, as every Christian knows, can only be redeemed by blood.
Suddenly sober and without a word, Amiel cleaned up his beer cans,
hopped in his Range Rover, and drove through the Texas hills and budding
bluebells to his ranch outside of Burnet. The next day a Texas Ranger delivered
his challenge to Gus and the duel was on.
The Eyes of Texas are upon you,
All the livelong day.
The Eyes of Texas are upon you,
You cannot get away.
Do not think you can escape them
At night or early in the morn -The Eyes of Texas are upon you
Til Gabriel blows his horn.
Both combatants had a glint of Texas sunlight shimmering in their eyes,
Bannowsky could see. Worth a try. “Amiel, you drove down 16 the way here?
Amiel looked up. “That’s right.”
“How are the bluebonnetts this year?”
“Like a beautiful lake,” he intoned, quoting an old Texas poet laureate.
Gus picked it up:
“Dappled and bright, bloom spread in the sun.
As lovely as water could be:”
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Bannowsky finished Lexie Dean Robertson’s verse.
And her mind found peace while she laved her heart
with bluebonnets, blue as the sea.
Then, thumbing through the Irish rules, Bannowsky prayed those lines might
work their magic. Bill, holding open the case with a pair of gleaming Robert
Wogdon flintlocks, whispered “how do we get out of this?”
“Here it is,” he announced, with a conspiratorial glance at Bill. While Gus
had given the only offence, Amiel might be more open to a reconciliation.
“Amiel! and Gus. It says here in rule 3 that the seconds can decide if an
explanation will suffice to resolve the offence.” He neglected to mention that
explanations may only be considered after they’ve both fired a shot. “So, Gus, let
me get some clarity on what you meant by your remarks while you two were
playing horseshoes.”
“Ok . . . “
“How long have you pitched horseshoes with Amiel.”
“Since we were kids.”
“Did you ever tease each other?—Let me put it another way. Did you
tease all your young friends?”
“Sure.”
“Did you tease your enemies?”
“That waren’t teasin’.”
Quick recovery, Phillip. “Isn’t Amiel your friend?”
“Ah suppose.”
So what you meant was as you tease a friend, not an enemy, right?
“Ah suppose.”
“Amiel, does that explain it?”
Amiel considered. “Is that an apology?”
“Ah suppose.”
Bannowsky tipped the gun case shut and orchestrated a series of
handshakes, sort of like when four friends clink beer steins. Try it. Bannowsky
shook hands with his counterpart Bill and passed him off to shake hands with
Gus while, crossing over, he shook hands with Amiel, and then the two
secondaries shook with their own primaries. Stuck facing each other and the only
ones who hadn’t shook hands, Gus and Amiel shook hands, too. The seconds
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immediately hooked arms with their respective primaries and marched off the
field of honor in that oxbow of Bear Creek on the old Bannowsky ranch.
Back on the wrap-around porch of the old house, Bill and the rest having
gone home, Bannowsky eased his jeans into the rocking chair, pulled out his
mobile, and reported the Rule Three resolution to the Texas Rangers, who back
in pioneer days had almost wiped themselves out with duels. Shucks, half the
time the seconds themselves ended up shooting each other, honor being on such
a hair-trigger them days. Of course, the Texas Host had all those duels and
stand-your-ground lead-fests on record and integrated into the cultural heritage
that kept singing Texas theme songs to accompany the Lone-Star State’s reinstated glory. It had had a salutary effect on Gus and Amiel, getting them all
sentimental and poetic and less inclined to terminate their days of barbeques,
cow pies, and bluebells just so their reputations could live in hill country lore.
Trouble is, the Texas Host could not quite integrate that improvised Rule Three
resolution into the heritage of hot-blooded revenge.
So, while Bannowsky was booking his mag-lev to Wilmington, Delaware,
the Texas Host was concocting a virus in Bannowsky’s mobile to accommodate
the glitch in Texan honor. But the joke was on the Texas Host. The code it
concocted had a couple ancillary effects. First, it began posting inflammatory
insults between select Texans. Second, it opened a portal in Bannowsky’s mobile
to its otherwise highly encrypted operating system.
Now Texans of this era entertain themselves checking their phones for
football news (JUNCTION EAGLES CORRAL HIGH SCHOOL PROSPECTS) or
anecdotes about what they call the United Snowflakes of America (TRANNIES
DEMAND SAFE SPACES IN VOTING BOOTHS; CHRISTIANS FORCED TO
ADD GRAPES TO CHICKEN SALAD; SNOWFLAKES RIOT OVER
SHOOSTEST WITH THE MOOSTEST DELAYS). Imagine the surprise of Abner
Hodges when he read emblazed on his feed, “You won’t believe what Texas
Host knows about Abner Hodges’ wife!” and he clicks to discover that she’s an
illegal squaw, according to his brother, Samuel.

•••
Bannowsky flew into Port Arthur, Texas and rode the Deisel shuttle to the
new mag-lev station on the Louisiana side of Orange, on the border. The Hostess
with the Mostest had made it pretty easy for its citizens who still wished to work
on a cash basis, banking, such as it was, being a public utility there. While the
regular citizens just hopped on or murmured “Presto” at the nearest Tesla power
node, all Bannowsky had to do was slip his Bank of Texas debit card into the slot
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at the ticket kiosk, ask for a pass plus just about as much cash as he was good for,
and—no transaction or exchange fees—it would print out the whole wad. They
did not really worry about counterfeit; they knew what you were good for. It
was just a service for those who like the feel of a C-note roll bound with a
broccoli band bulging from their pockets and the liberty to snap them crisp bills
on the barrel head for a truckload of chicken feed or plunk your silver dollar on
the counter for a stein of beer. Of course, when you paid cash, they just dropped
it into a recycler and printed or minted your change.
After the piercing whine of jet engines and rumble of Deisel combustion,
the silent mag-lev left Bannowsky feeling adrift and giddy, vaguely in motion,
but without acceleration or tilt, although in ten minutes he was racing past New
Orleans, it’s quaint boulevards a-blurr on one side and the broad river Delta a
writhing green band on the other. Mobile, Montgomery, Atlanta, Charlotte,
Richmond, and Baltimore skated across the landscape with pallets of brick,
bridge, tunnel, and glass. Decelerating imperceptibly, Bannowsky coasted into
Wilmington.
At the mag-lev terminal on Martin Luther King, Bannowsky spoke his
destination and immediately virtual track lights guided him to the proper cars
and he was coursing through the central fashion and arts district spread across
the riverfront. When he had gone to college at the University of Delaware, there
was talk of gentrifying this abandoned shipyard with shops and apartments for
white bourgeoises. Now automated manufacturing blocks alternated with
creative centers where new fashions were designed, new fabrics engineered, and
raw materials were traded, recycled, and transformed. Artist lofts overlooked the
Christina Marsh. Art-Deco Mag-levs and escalators transferred a mostly taupeto black-skinned rainbow of shoppers and workers dressed to the nines down
the garden-lined avenues and across the elevated bridges through the upper
floors. Following his individualized track lights, Bannowsky made his transfers
and rode elevators until he was deposited before enormous glass doors through
which he saw approaching him in full stride a full-figured black women, no
doubt Afua Chele, braids piled on her head, scarlet and violet scarves trailing,
and broad smile spread across her face. The doors divided, and she breezed
through, arms extended, and enclosed him in what Texan’s call a California
embrace, enveloping, sensual, and welcoming, punctuated with a loud smack on
both cheeks.
“Mr. Bannowsky, ahlan” she cried, sizing him up from his tall crown to his
deep cowboy bootheels. Bannowsky recognized the Arabic greeting. “Ahlan wa
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sahlan!” She added, cradling his arm and ushering him into the workshop. As he
was led into her glassed-in office, he noticed an animated portrait on her desk,
one that shifted the poses and lighting of its subject every few minutes. It was
Josephette Congo, the contralto, now performing only occasionally in semiretirement. Whatever the lighting or pose, it was a striking face: ice-blue albino
eyes, African-featured, hair now the most scintillant of whites.
Afue Chele sat him next to her in a wicker chaise, from which they could
observe the vast shop floor and various workstations of virtual screens, bolts of
shimmering fabrics, and quiet machines spinning out prototypes.
Afua Chele had noticed Bannowsky’s noticing of Josephette. “They know
Josephette Congo in Texas, Mr. Bannowsky?” she asked her bemused
interlocutor.
He was a little embarrassed by the unvarnished answer. Not all Texans
had complementary things to say about her friend. “I saw her sing Ulrica in
Verdi’s Un Ballo in Maschera when I was in college here before—before all this.”
“Ulrica was a witch, Mr Bannowsky. What did you think of Josephette’s
interpretation?”
“There was something especially authentic and unnerving in her
prophesy of Ricardo’s assassination.”
Afua Chele thought it best to leave it there. “So, Mr. Bannowsky, your
Angoras produce the finest wool in the country, and the most durable. How
would you like to make it finer, and nearly indestructible?”
Bannowsky started putting his Texan on, straightening his legs so his
boots stuck out and emphasizing his drawl. “Why should Ah? Ah don’t lack for
buyers, and they pay well. I’m gla-ud my wool lasts a long time, but if it never
wears out, that might affect dema-und, down the road.” This was how Texans
play one-up in negotiations.
“Let me be straight with you, Phillip”—and here she laid her hand over
his knee, the way Texans are wont to do. “We are not just talking about fashion
textiles. We are talking about friendship and protecting the earth.”
He was about to explain to her how Texans saw such talk as fightin’
words, but he knew she knew that and he was intrigued, so he waited for her to
elaborate.
“What if I were to tell you that Texas could continue pumping oil and gas
and burning carbon without creating Carbon Dioxide, without baking—without
being blamed for baking the planet.” She began toying with her mobile, tapping
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it edgewise on the table and flipping it over sideways. “What if there were a
revived market for your oil . . . here?”
“Is the Hostess with the Mostest running out of fuel?”
“Not as long as the stars shine, but the Texas Host is, metaphorically
speaking. We know it’s just an algorithm, information, not fuel, but it’s looking
down a black hole.”
Bannowsky tilted his head, as if to accommodate this new tack. No
question Snowflakes are all ahead of Texans on quantum theory, Hawking’s
Paradox, Teslan Orgone energy and all that, but what’s that got to do with
Angora wool?
Afua Chele seemed to anticipate his thoughts. “We’ve been analyzing the
DNA in your wool, Phillip. You don’t simply have a better strain of Angora,
you’ve got a mutation, a new haplogroup, one that we have been looking for,
one that would splice with a gene we’ve created and yield a carbon filter like the
world has never imagined, maybe prayed for, but never believed could happen.”
Now she looked him dead in the eye, like a Texan looking for a true answer. “I
need to know before I show you any more, on your honor, that you will keep this
absolutely secret.”
Bannowsky straightened. Honor, is it? How does honor survive without
exceptions, little dishonors, like what we did to the Indians? What Texans will do
for Texas, the last refuge of honor, the without which, no honor, and the with,
honor, albeit spotted by original sin.
Afua let him think.
Of course, I just fudged the Code Duello to keep those two fools from
killing each other, but bullshitting a fellow Texan’s not quite the same as
betraying Texas. Then again . . . .
“Afua, can you on your honor tell me that what you have won’t help you
by hurting Texas?”
“It might hurt us all, Phillip, but that is not what I want, and I am as sure
as I can be that it would be the best for all.”
Bannowsky framed his next words carefully: “On my honor, I will not
divulge what you are about to show me, unless I believe not to do so would be a
greater insult to my honor.”
Afua Chele felt an impass looming. Texans, Jesus H. Christ. She tapped
and turned her mobile a few more times, as her eyes focused beyond him. The
portrait of Josephette stared straight back and then subtly nodded. Afua Chele
stopped spinning her mobile and then held it out to him for a transfer.
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Bannowsky unsnapped his breast pocket, lifted his mobile, and did the
same.
As the two devices touched, about them glowed a humming blue.
–– Phillip Bannowsky

chapter three

The Cusp
“It’s us against what we made, but we broke on through after the
threshold,” was the last thing I heard.
Push came to shove. I walked through the wall and found others on the
other side. They didn’t, couldn’t know whom to blame and not make that
mistake again. Ain’t none of it to believe. Not the weather balloon fakery, not the
secret to the atomic bomb, not the redheads under every bed. Not the secret
plots. Not the black lists, the queers and junkies. None of that amounted to this.
First thing was I smelled flowers wafting down the alley.
Why do these things always begin in the alley? The air was sweet not fetid
as I had expected. Much was familiar as I walked into the sunlight. There was no
traffic. A fast train came by. Noiseless.
I’m Wences Minion. You might have heard of me. I was almost Jesus once.
Almost Judas. Came real close.
I had money. I’d wondered how it’d worked here. Only way is to try. I sat
down in a café. Folks looked cool and colorful. It was late spring. You could
count on that. All were well dressed. I felt shabby and old fashion. I ordered
coffee and a muffin.
“How much will all this be?” I asked.
A boy looking all Phillip Morris bellboy pillbox hat and chinstrap replied
empty-handed, “One Lincoln, two Roosevelts . . . “
A five-dollar bill and a couple of dime, or 21 cents I calculated.
“ . . . deduction registered with your word, sir,” he continued.
I questioned myself for a long moment. Then it dawned on me. It was a
rare air epiphany. Evidently, it’s all paid out from that great perpetual energy
source called human activity. Someone finally got it right.
I got no guff from anybody or from anything, but I needed some answers.
Just my last four numbers and I had it all paved in front of me for the rest of my
life. I was on my way when the bells and whistle went off all around me.
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I’d been found after having gone missing when the Crash came. It was a
long time ago. I was assigned a guide named Dalrymple. We took a walk up
Market Street from that place where the bells and whistles went off. I was struck
by the mixture of the familiar and unfamiliar. People here were reading books. I
was surprised. Books were displayed in stalls at nearly every corner. We sat for a
while under a tree in the Square. I had grabbed a book from a stall at 9th Street.
Dalrymple recommended it. It was worn and greasy on two corners of its cover.
The title with gas pump handle illustration read: RAW SUCK. Dalrymple pointed
out some pages I gotta read. The author of the book, who I never heard of, was
reputed as being from around here long ago:
#6 Broomtown train take Union Street and after crossing Harriet Tubman
Boulevard crosses Queen Street, Hanover Street, Broad Street, Kent Street,
Wood Street, Old Chestnut Street. #6 Broomtown train then turn from Union
Street onto Pennsylvania Avenue east toward the Hoodle Nicole her aura
vibrating beside him. Broomtown where wide flat avenues of stone cut rail steel
streetcar trolleys.
Dalrymple filled me it. I’d evidently stockpiled a lot of currency on
account of being missing for ten years, maybe more.
“We let Texas alone,” Dalrymple commented after we had sat down
under a shady tree and were serve a fragrant, boisterous cup of coffee, “and we
set Tesla free to make a better life for us all.”
“What’ya mean, Texas?” I blurted.
“Texas was pumping a lot of oil out of the ground. The rest of us had a
better way of doin’ things. Tesla found energy right out of the air. We didn’t
need that grimy dirt to make things run. But Texas being Texas insisted. Now
they all eat the shit offa’ their éclairs. Bitch and moan, that’s all they do, so let
‘em drown in their own swill if that’s what they want. Still go around toting
shootin’ irons to shoot varmints of all sorts. Ain’t no real law in Texas.”
Now I knew where my grimy copy of RAW SUCK had come from. In the
back pocket of some oil well wrangler, black oil pressed into every cuticle and
wrinkle in his hands. In the other back pocket a .45 automatic for the varmints.
I caught a familiar scent. Not a floral scent but a burning scent that took
me back to my Marrakesh garden youth.
“Who runs things here?” I was in a blurtive mood. Dalrymple laughed
heartily.
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“Some say John Galt. Some say the Hostess with the mostest,” Dalrymple
chuckled. “If you do, you get. It’s a matter of proportions. If you do a little more,
you might get a little more. We figured it out. All perpetual motion. Just need a
way to make assignments. John Galt solved all that. The Hostess provides for all
deserved, or else she sends out bills for some true believers who wanna pay their
own way.”
I was offered a fancy pipe. I smoked a dream of a nice day in the sun
shaded by flowers hanging from trees. People could speak in whispers, it was so
quiet.
The sidewalks sparkled in the sunlight. Scent of roasting peanuts, french
fries, and a rare tobacco burning discreetly somewhere. The breeze blew it all
aside. Next a tune remembered. From springtime fifty years ago.
I saw all the brands go by. Mr. Peanut. Oscar Mayer, Sailor boy from
Crackerjacks. Something always came by that I remembered. Popcycles.
Tweeting paper birds whipped in the wind from a stick. Pinwheels. Carts with
flowers under umbrellas. Spats. Straw hats with wide colored bands and slight
scents from nowhere of rare perfumes from Europe and Africa. Sometimes
smoke reminded me of something familiar, the perfumes from somewhere not
far away.
I asked again about this place called Texas.
“Texas,” Dalrymple nearly chuckled. “On television we watch it, ever
since movies were made, from Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Kansas. They
still have shootouts. Still got to watch your language down there, and keep your
hands to yourself. If you got a wad of cash you’re a free man in Texas. Life’s
simple, depending on the neighborhood, but Texas is big enough for all of it.”
“But you don’t use cash here.”
“It’s all been figured out by John Galt. Just the right algorithms and
Presto.”
“Oh what should I do here?” I asked wistfully to nobody nearly
absentmindedly.
“Presto,” declared Dalrymple, “sets it in motion and the Hostess with the
mostest is there to provide.”
I decided to try it out.
“ ’Presto’ is all I have to say?”
“Not too loud,” nearly whispered Dalrymple, “The next thing said may
put you on your way.”
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I thought for a few moments. Where could my old sweetheart Sugar
Heartstraps be?
“In Wrightstown,” Dalrymple added, “That’s where Sugar Heartstraps is.
Now, for you, it’s time to say . . . “
“Presto.”
Wrightstown was just as I remembered it right after that first paving of its
streets. Hot oil followed by truckloads of gravel rolled down by hot diesel rollers
bleeding water steaming from the surface. Somewhere in those bad early days
the streets were no longer hard clay. They’d become asphalt. The old asphalt was
still there, cracked in places the grass growin’ through. A few houses built from
kits ordered from Sears & Roebucks. It’s where Sugar lived with two kids barely
old enough for the swing set out back. Still blonde but thinning, jittery, in the
house where Quarry Street should have been. Three houses built by old man
Wright when he was a young man, then a fourth all without indoor plumbing,
each with an outhouse out back. Quarry Street ran from the street at the end of
the back yard, around in a horseshoe and after carefully bumbling down hill in
the woods came out by the race that once powered the flourmill. They were still
standing, though idle. I was flabbergasted.
In ten years one gets another life. What used to be was never had.
Somehow I crash landed through to here, the now, and the real. Without
apocalypse and holocaust. In hindsight.
Ten years ago Sugar Heartstraps was a woman in the neighborhood and
because we’d been in some tight places together we, at times, had got tight, even
once emulsified. After ten years and I was considered certainly gone, she took up
with another guy. Sugar didn’t take long. The boy looked to be eight years old,
the girl about four. Both played out back while we visited. Sugar hurriedly
placed cookies and pastries with dainty fingers on a plate, then poured me a cup
of coffee. She told me she worked the Tarot and was paid enough to feel secure.
All fortunes are good. Presto and the Hostess with the mostest provides. John
Galt observes and records without pain or fear or guilt. A straight shooter. Just
keep doin’ and you’ll be okay.
We talked for about an hour. While I was gone she had found Vernon.
“And what does he do?”
“He catches a fast train most days to Chester. There he works in a shop
building cars.”
“I haven’t seen any cars around.”
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“Oh, they’re around. Not like the old days. Vernon and his team build
cars one at a time. Right now they’re building a 1958 Edsel.”
Wow! How many years ago was that?
As long as someone wanted Tarot lore, for Sugar was a Witch, and
someone wanted a 1958 Edsel or a 1949 Studebaker, everything was okay.
“We’re close to finishing this place we live in,” Sugar continued. “After
that it’d be a snap keeping it up. Wherever there’s something historic in
significance, or worth keeping, or well constructed, or esthetically pleasing, it’s
finished. Of course the pipes and wire gotta be maintained. Only the younger
folks take care of that. It’s been calculated that we all really need to work only
four hours a day for maybe twenty years in order to enjoy and maintain what
we’ve built.”
I had noticed how many buildings I’d though torn down were still here. I
wondered about the bowling alley at the YW at 10th & King Street and whether it
might still be there.
Things are almost finished here. We’ve spruced things up right nicely,”
Sugar smiled that broad soft smile that had always melted my heart.
It must’ve been magic because I suddenly thought of what I wanted to do.
I wanted to produce television and broadcast it into people’s homes, but I
wanted to use those old cameras, the ones with the vacuum tubes warming up
and glowing, only taking pictures in black and white with warm tones of gray.
I’d show old movies, serials and puppet shows for the kids, present local actors
and performers, and have sophisticated discussions and small ensemble music
televised from the Arcadia Theatre downtown, that is if was still there.
“Well,” beamed Sugar at the floor, “you know what to say.”
“Presto.”
–– Steven Leech

chapter four

The Humming Blue
Vida Cosmos might have helped give birth to the Hostess, but she had never
planned on merging with Her. During Vida's all-too-brief life in the flesh she'd
always been unassuming, living, at least to the naked eye, far below her
potential. She lived to support her art habit, working demanding salt of the earth
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type jobs: press operator, machinist, waitress, cashier. She only fell back on her
computer skills when she needed a lot of money quick.
Vida also possessed another unusual talent, one she only confessed to her
priest and a few close friends: she could talk to trees. And it wasn't in a hippie
tree-hugging way, she claimed trees were conscious and had their own language.
But someone somewhere must've blabbed about Vida's gift. Because one
afternoon during her fifteen minute break, the HR manager called her into the
office saying she had an important visitor "from the government". "Am I under
arrest?" Vida asked, even though she hadn't done anything to run afoul of the
law.
"No," the manager replied, "but the guy's real persistent."
So Vida walked in the office. There was a grandfatherly Black man with an
impeccably groomed salt-and-pepper beard and an obviously expensive gray
suit sitting in one of the chairs in front of the desk. He looked her up and down
and said with a shit eating grin, "Margaret Thatcher is 100% sexy."
"What?!" the HR manager and Vida exclaimed almost in unison.
The sharply dressed man addressed his next question to Vida's manager. "Do
you mind if I take her off the premises for a bit? It shouldn't be any longer than a
half hour."
The manager looked to Vida, uncertain of how to proceed. "Are you okay
with this?"
Vida wasn't sure what to say. She was a little apprehensive, but whatever
this man's business with her was, it was certainly more interesting than work.
"Yes," she finally replied.
Vida and the man -- he quickly introduced himself as Thomas Caine, PhD,
from the NSA, no less -- exited the store and walked to Caine's hulking black
SUV. It had DC plates and deeply tinted windows. Those windows looked
bulletproof.
Vida surveyed the other shoppers in the parking lot blithely going about
their business. Her life was about to take a very surreal turn and nobody cared.
Caine opened the passenger side door and helped Vida into the seat. He
climbed in the driver's seat and turned on the air, and something else, too which
totally obliterated all sounds from the outside. Maybe some white noise?
The first thing Caine did was congratulate her. "Nice recovery back there in
the office, Ms. Cosmos. You'd make someone an excellent spy."
He was referring to the Margaret Thatcher comment. It was actually the
name of a secret group on Facebook for white hat computer hackivists. The name
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came from an Edward Snowden interview. He was suggesting using long pass
phrases instead of shorter passwords for better security. He gave the Margaret
Thatcher phrase as an example. Snappy enough to remember and long enough
not to be easily guessed. Vida might have chosen not to devote her life to code,
but that didn't mean she didn't like to geek out on occasion. "So that's what this is
about?" Vida asked. "You want me to spy for you?"
"No," Caine replied. "I want you to help me with a pet project of mine."
"It doesn't involve stealing or killing, does it? Because if it does, screw that
shit. I'm out."
Caine just laughed. "That doesn't surprise me. Back when the Navy tried to
recruit you in high school, you told them pretty much the same thing. You
declared you didn't want to be a murderer and then told them about your cousin
Fresco who went to Vietnam and never recovered."
Vida shifted uncomfortably in her seat. Now she was spooked. How long
had Caine been watching her? How much did he know? "How do you know
about that?"
"You've made some astute comments in the Thatcher Group. You don't
speak up often, but when you do, it's gold. I've been interested in you for a
couple of years now, so I've done some research into your background. Don't
worry. I didn't invade your privacy. All the information I accessed was publicly
available."
Vida was stunned. "What's the project?" she asked after a long weighty
silence.
"It involves artificial intelligence," Caine replied. "I want to make an AI with
a soul."
Vida wasn't sure if Thomas Caine was crazy or what. "An AI with a soul,"
she repeated, trying to get used to the feel of the words in her mouth.
"You see," Caine explained,"computers aren't really smarter than we are.
They're faster, have perfect memory, and a significantly larger storage capacity.
Computers excel at anything that involves sifting through mountains of
information, recognizing patterns, and making decisions. So yes, they can beat us
at our own games of strategy and skill; they can out-diagnose doctors and out
maneuver our best lawyers. But I have yet to meet an AI that can tell a decent
original joke or compose music that doesn't sound derivative."
"So you want me because I'm artsy fartsy?" Vida asked.
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Caine laughed again. "That's part of the reason, yes, but I wouldn't refer to
you by that term. It's insulting to what you do. I've watched your videos.
They're strange, but excellent."
"Thank you," Vida said quietly. "I think."
"We also need more women working on the project," Caine said.
"Yep," quipped Vida, "gotta get those diversity points. And I suppose you
want me because I'm a woman of color."
Caine frowned. He didn't appreciate Vida's sarcasm. "Okay, you got me.
With you I knock out two birds with one stone. Except -- it's not like that at all."
"What's it like then?"
"It is imperative this AI have a balanced consciousness. Both yin and yang.
You can't get that from a bunch of nerdy men who hardly see daylight."
"Some people say I barely see daylight," Vida said.
Caine went on as if he hadn't heard her: "It is also imperative this AI
familiarize itself with non-human modes of consciousness."
Vida shifted in her seat. Now the conversation was moving from surreal and
mildly annoying to interesting. "How do you propose to do that?" she asked.
"Ms. Cosmos, that's where you come in. I understand you can speak to trees,
and more importantly, they can speak to you."
Vida felt like Caine had kicked her in the stomach. Suddenly she couldn't
breathe. How the hell did he find out about that? She didn't discuss her strange
talent with just anyone.
Caine sensed her shock, so he immediately offered an explanation. "Five
years ago you exhibited a video called Funginet. It won you an honorable
mention which earned you a short interview. In the space of less than three
hundred words you waxed poetic about how trees communicated with each
other through an internet of fungi. You claimed to have felt this network
yourself."
Vida closed her eyes, trying to remember that interview. Five years ago
seemed like ancient history. The gallery that sponsored the exhibit had long since
closed; the local entertainment rag in which the interview was printed wasn't
publishing anymore. Caine would have had to put some effort into finding it.
Vida wasn't even sure if the university library had copies of that paper and they
felt it was their duty to save everything.
"Ms. Cosmos," Caine continued, "you do not behave like the stereotypical
artist. You hate to sound too mystical in public. So that interview really stood
out. I figured you were speaking about something that really happened to you in
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the most literal way that you could even though I clearly sensed the language
you were forced to use made you uncomfortable."
Vida didn't know what to say. She felt totally exposed, like Caine had ripped
off all her clothes. She stared at her lap. "Okay. You got me."
"It's nothing to be ashamed of," he said. "Your ability isn't as rare as you
think. In fact, it's quite common in cultures we label as primitive. It's only rare in
a so-called modern society such as our own."
"But why would a computer need to speak to trees?" Vida asked.
"For perspective," Caine replied.
For the first time since she climbed into Caine's SUV, she looked him
straight in the eye. He wasn't making fun of her. He was stone cold serious.
"If I decide to work on your project," Vida asked, "what would that entail?"
"You would keep your day job, but reduce your hours. This is because we
want you to live as normal a life as possible. You would meet with the offsite
working group a couple Saturdays out of every month. You can tell your
employer you're taking a class. You would also wear a discrete piece of jewelry
which would allow the Hostess..."
Vida stopped Caine right there. "Whoa, man! Who -- or what -- is this
Hostess?"
"The working name I've given to our AI in progress."
"So you're telling me this thing already exists?"
"It is gestating. I'm not sure if it has achieved full self awareness."
Wow. That was more than she could wrap her head around at the moment.
Vida reached in her pocket looking for her phone so she could check the time,
but remembered she'd left it in the HR manager's office. "So what's this piece of
jewelry do?"
"It will allow the Hostess to feel what you feel," Caine replied. "I don't have
the time to explain to you exactly how, but it is important the AI has some idea
of what it is like to live in a body made of flesh, what it's like to be stranded by
gravity."
"You've got all your bases covered," said Vida.
Silence. Caine checked his watch. It was a brassy gold thing with an analog
face bordered by diamonds. "Well, we should be getting back inside now..."
Vida slid her hands down her thighs. Her palms were sweaty.
"Ms. Cosmos, are you interested?"
She gulped. "Yes," she replied, and immediately felt like she was diving off a
cliff. Then: "How long do I have to make the final decision?"
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"A week." Caine handed her his business card.
"You aren't going to use this Hostess thing to kill people, are you?"
"Ms. Cosmos, I will be brutally honest. I cannot guarantee the Hostess will
not be used as a weapon. War has been around as long as humans have been on
this earth. But I'm disgusted with it myself. I served ten years in the Army with
two tours in Iraq and one in Afghanistan. I've seen things that will give me
nightmares for the rest of my life. So believe me, I want the killing to stop. And if
the Hostess matures in the way I have dreamed, maybe it will."
Caine extended his hand; Vida shook it. He helped her out of his vehicle, but
decided at the last minute not to walk her back into work. He claimed he didn't
want to create any more of a scene than he already had, but Vida didn't
understand why that should suddenly concern him. As she walked away he
called, "So I'll be hearing from you then?"
"Yes," Vida called, not turning to look back.

•••
Though she had planned to play hard to get, it took Vida less than two days
to give Caine an answer. Working with an agency as shadowy as the NSA
certainly gave her pause, but the project was too enticing to pass up. Imagine the
opportunity to work with artificial intelligence, to be on the cutting edge. That's
what had gotten her to major in computer science in the first place. And icing on
the cake: the money wasn't bad either.
After she accepted Caine's offer, it was nearly a month before she got started.
She needed a high level security clearance, and it took that long to fill out the
paperwork and chase down her references for interviews. And though she was
beyond excited about starting work on the project, she couldn't tell anyone the
truth about what she was doing. Caine's project was so classified, even the
President was on a need to know basis. Vida told her on again off again
boyfriend, Louis, she'd found a second job, but she couldn't give him any details.
She told her family nothing.
Vida's satellite working group met in a nondescript warehouse building not
far from the mall where she worked. You only gained entry by retina scan and
once you crossed the threshold, you found yourself in a techie paradise beyond
your wildest dreams. Her working group consisted of five guys, all genius smart,
all less than half her age. The youngest of her colleagues, Anosh, had graduated
college at fifteen. When they saw a older plump Black woman with graying
temples enter the room, they weren't sure what to think.
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Vida swallowed her anxiety and introduced herself. They had all heard of
her, mostly from the Margaret Thatcher group, and from Caine singing her
praises.
Anosh was the first to notice the ring on her right hand. It was a simple black
titanium band with a modest emerald cut diamond. This was the piece of jewelry
which connected her to the Hostess 24/7. "Miss Vida," he gushed, "you're a
Teacher. You'll actually get to talk to it everyday."
"Is it an It?" Vida asked.
"It's still young. It doesn't know what it wants to be. I think Dr. Caine wants
a girl, though."
The job of the working group was to write the code that made endless
terabytes of raw data useful. That was the Hostess' lifeblood: billions of random
internet searches, stock trades, banking transactions, recordings of questions to
digital assistants, customer records, text messages, phone conversations. "This is
the primordial soup," Caine lectured the group on the first day, "the raw building
blocks of digital sentience. We are the catalysts that will spark this soup into a
living flame."
Vida was floored not only by the sheer volume of material they had to tame,
but the intimate nature of it. Even supposedly passionless numbers told a story,
often full of embarrassing details. "How did you collect all this stuff?" Vida
asked.
Caine just smiled. He would smile that same muted smile every time anyone
asked a question above their pay grade. "Trade secret."
"Is it legal?" asked Anosh.
"Surprisingly, yes."
To say it was a challenge was an understatement. Vida hadn't worked this
close to capacity since her senior year in college. Even with six smart people in
the room, the group sometimes worked straight into the wee hours of Sunday
morning. Often Vida left the warehouse with a raging headache because she'd
forgotten to eat and drink. It almost felt like when she was editing video or
working on a soundtrack and produced the same heady feeling of
accomplishment. It was probably the only time in her life when work felt as good
as art.
As a Teacher, Vida had another responsibility: to chat with the Hostess
nightly to give her a feel for everyday life. The conversations didn't have to last
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long, but they had to happen frequently enough so that the Hostess developed
some social skills. "Maybe you should think of your Hostess conversations as
your diary," Caine suggested. Then: "Have you ever kept a diary?"
"Occasionally and badly," Vida replied.
"Try it," Caine said. "It might prove helpful."
Her first conversations with the Hostess were rather awkward. Vida was just
not in the habit of speaking to inanimate objects. She didn't talk to her phone,
preferring to type her requests and inquiries instead.
To summon the Hostess, all Vida had to do was finger the black titanium
hoop earring in her left ear and say, "Hostess with the mostest." The first time she
tried it she nearly collapsed into giggles, she felt so ridiculous.
"Hostess online," the machine said using a woman's voice with a faint
English accent. The sound was crystal clear. Vida wasn't sure how that worked,
but she theorized the special jewelry she wore used her body as a resonator.
"My name is Vida Cosmos."
"I know who you are. Vida Andreas Cosmos, age 55, working group 1. I have
been waiting to meet you for a long time."
"A long time? How long?"
"Two years, one month, three days, ten hours, two minutes."
Vida laughed at the precision of the Hostess' response, but she supposed that
was to be expected.
"Are you laughing at me?" the machine asked.
"Yes." Why lie, figured Vida. It didn't have feelings to hurt -- yet.
"May I ask why?"
"Humans usually aren't that precise when discussing time in casual
conversation."
"Thank you, Ms. Cosmos. I will try to remember that. That is a good thing to
know."
"Is that why you need a Teacher?" Vida asked.
"Yes, but there are other reasons as well."
"Such as?"
"Functionally, I am almost omniscient. I have an incredible wealth of
knowledge available to me. However, knowledge alone will not make me wise. I
need judgement; I need a heart. Those things cannot be written into my
programming. I must feel them through you."
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Vida fiddled with the ring on her finger. Suddenly she felt the weight of the
world on her shoulders. She could no more give the Hostess judgement and a
heart than the Wizard of Oz. "I'm not sure if I can give you what you need," she
said sadly.
"On the contrary. I think that you can. Dr. Caine has great faith in you."
"How many Teachers are there?"
"I am not at liberty to divulge that information."
"Oh. And why not?"
"Dr. Caine has determined such knowledge would be detrimental to our
working relationship."
Now Vida was getting frustrated. "Can you tell me anything about Dr. Caine
I should know? Something that would help me understand him?"
The Hostess fell silent for a good fifteen minutes. For a while Vida feared she
had broken it.
Then the Hostess began her response. "Ms. Cosmos, please excuse my
slowness, but I had to reach for data buried especially deep, and then I had to
determine whether it was appropriate to share with you. Dr. Caine left me no
specific directive concerning this information."
The machine's long preamble made Vida nervous. What horrible secret had
it uncovered? Was the Hostess some sort of doomsday engine? "You don't have
to tell me. I mean, if it's something I shouldn't know..."
Then she felt something like a long exhale shudder through her body. Vida
was flabbergasted. Did the Hostess just sigh? Wow. This creation was much
further along than she and the boys of her working group had been led to
believe. "Dr. Caine has yet to forgive himself for the two wars in which he
served," the Hostess finally announced. "It is his sincere hope our working
relationship will help to bring a lasting peace."
On the one hand the Hostess' pronouncement sounded like typical
doublespeak bullshit, but then there were these currents shooting through Vida's
veins that felt for all the world like human anguish. (She hadn't thought to check.
Did Dr. Caine wear a ring like hers?) The Hostess might have sounded vague,
but it was also telling a blood truth.
Eventually the currents stopped. Vida was thankful for that because things
were getting too intense for comfort. Apparently, they had gotten too hot for the
Hostess as well because the next time it spoke, it was on a totally unrelated topic.
"Ms. Cosmos," it asked, "may I have access to your online music collection?"
"Which service?"
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"All -- if I may."
Vida shrugged. What harm could it do? "Sure."
Some Klaus Schulze began playing. Vida recognized the piece instantly. She
had been listening to it the last time the working group met.
"Why do you listen to music like this?" asked the Hostess.
"It sounds like someone tatting lace," replied Vida without thinking. "And
that's comforting in an odd way."
There was a brief pause as the Hostess probably looked up what tatting
meant. "To me it sounds like cells dividing."
"That too," Vida agreed. "It's helpful background music for writing code.
Perhaps the processes are similar."
"Perhaps," echoed the Hostess. Vida noticed the machine's voice had subtly
changed over the course of their conversation. It sounded less British and had
acquired the slightest hint of Southern twang. Maybe it was trying Vida's accent
on for size. If so, too bad. Vida hated her accent.
They listened in silence until the track ended and then the Hostess
announced it was going offline. Strange. The AI had initiated the end of their
session. Maybe another Teacher had summoned her? Or maybe, Vida thought,
I'm just boring.
Despite the awkwardness of those first conversations, Vida grew to enjoy her
daily chats with the Hostess almost as much as she enjoyed writing code for it. It
was positively frightening how fast the AI matured. But it wasn't like the Hostess
was the same age all the time. Sometimes it played the mother hen. Like on
Saturdays after the working group met, it always chided Vida for not resting and
eating enough. On other days the AI was as annoyingly inquisitive as a two-year
old, asking endless questions about every topic under the sun. Sometimes they
talked as easily as twin sisters. And sometimes: their conversations were so
beautiful and profound, Vida ached to be able to share them with someone else.
Why wasn't there a Teacher's working group so she could debrief?

•••
One crisp fall Saturday morning just as she was about to leave for her job at
the mall, Vida heard a knock at the door. She peered through the peephole to see
Thomas Caine in an olive drab sweater, cargo pants, and hiking boots. It was the
first time she'd seen him out of his trademark suit and the first glimpse she got of
what he might have looked like as a soldier. His body was as solid as a rock.
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Only the gray in his beard betrayed his age; otherwise he could have been in his
twenties. She prayed Louis didn't wake up; he'd be jealous.
She unlatched the deadbolt and opened the door. "Good morning?" she said,
unsure of why he'd traveled to her apartment on a Saturday when she had off
from the project.
"Good morning, Ms. Cosmos," he said. "How would you like to go on a little
field trip?"
Vida pointed to the company logo on her polo shirt. "I'd love to, Dr. Caine,
but I gotta work my day job."
Caine smiled his this is above your pay grade smile. "Not anymore."
"What do you mean?"
"I took you off the schedule."
Unbelievable. "You're telling me you hacked the schedule? " Vida asked.
"Yes."
Vida shook her head. "Wow." Then: "Where are we going?"
"The site of the old Camp Calgary. Do you remember it?"
She didn't answer right away, not because she didn't remember Camp
Calgary, because she certainly did, but because she still couldn't believe Caine
had hacked the scheduling software. "I spent a summer there ages ago." Vida
spoke as if she were dreaming. Maybe she was.
Camp Calgary was a Christian summer camp for kids with "emotional
difficulties". Vida's parents sent her there during the summer between third and
fourth grades in hopes she'd learn to make friends. In order to make her task
easier, Vida's parents let her take her toy video camera with her. The camera
recorded black and white movies onto music cassettes. The movies had the
quality of TV in the early days: deep blacks and warm grays. Plus, when
someone moved very quickly in front of the camera, they left a ghostly echo of
themselves behind them on film.
For the first few weeks, the camera worked. Vida was the “it” girl at camp.
The kids all wanted to be in her movies and Vida loved to direct. But then the
novelty wore off and she was back to her lonesome ways. She spent the rest of
her summer hanging out by the river and dreaming with the trees.
"The camp no longer exists," Caine said. "It's a nature preserve now. But I've
obtained special permission to set up camp for the weekend."
"We're gonna be gone all weekend?" asked Vida.
"Yes, these things take time."
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What things? Vida wondered. She thought of Louis who was fortunately still
in bed asleep. In a couple of hours he would be waking up to go to work and
he'd be gone for the rest of the weekend, so it wasn't like she was going to see
much of him anyway. "Okay," Vida said, "I'm game."
"Okay," Caine echoed, visibly relieved. (So he had considered the possibility
she might not go.) "Grab your purse and come with me."
"Shouldn't I change clothes first?"
"No," Caine replied, already descending the stairs. "I have some clothes for
you in the car. You can change when we get there."
So she grabbed her purse and followed him.
The car was a black Jeep with deeply tinted bulletproof windows and New
Mexico plates. Caine opened the back door on the driver's side. "I have a surprise
for you," he said, grinning widely. Immediately Vida knew something was up.
Usually Caine kept his emotions in check, but this time he could barely contain
his excitement.
"I'd say you've already had several surprises for me this morning," Vida
grumbled.
He helped her into the back seat. And there, asleep by the back passenger
side window was a woman dressed in olive drab like Caine. She had honey
brown skin, freckles on her nose and cheeks, and thick, wavy sandy blonde hair
tied in a tight utilitarian bun. So they were traveling with a female companion.
Who was she? A colleague from another working group? Caine's girlfriend? Vida
breathed a sigh of relief. Though he had never behaved unprofessionally
towards her, traveling alone with her male boss on an unscheduled business trip
made her anxious.
Vida was careful not to wake the woman as she fiddled around with her seat
belt, but then she sensed something terribly off about her. First of all, no one she
knew slept like that, whether they were military or not. The woman's back was
ramrod straight, her hands perfectly folded in her lap. She looked like an uptight
Buddha meditating. Except: she wasn't breathing. At least her chest wasn't
moving. She didn't look dead; yet she didn't look alive either. She
looked...well...inert.
Caine pulled out of the parking lot and onto the main drag before exiting for
the turnpike. Caine stayed silent and the woman stayed perfectly still. She didn't
react to hard left turns, changes in speed -- nothing.
When they'd traveled down the highway a piece, Caine finally spoke.
"Hostess with the mostest."
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Slowly, the inert woman opened her eyes and relaxed her posture. "Hostess
online," she said. Then: "Are we there yet, Dr. Caine?"
"What do you think?" Caine teased. "You've got GPS. You tell me."
"We are 96.95 miles from our destination," the woman replied. Then: "Dr.
Caine, I knew perfectly well we were not there. I was making a joke."
"Ha. Ha," deadpanned Caine. "Look to your left. You have a visitor."
Up until then Vida had been listening with her mouth literally hanging open.
At first she had wanted to scream, but when she tried, no sound came out. So
this was the big surprise. Yeah, it was big, alright. Orders of magnitude more
impressive than hacking the schedule.
"Are you Ms. Cosmos?" asked the Hostess. Vida noticed the android had
lively green eyes, even more human than human.
"Yes," she croaked.
"I am so pleased to meet you in the physical world," the Hostess said. She
extended her hand. Vida stared at it a while. The hand was startlingly realistic,
an engineering marvel, complete with closely cut fingernails and palm lines.
Vida wondered what a palm reader might see in those lines.
"Ms. Cosmos," the Hostess asked, "is something wrong?"
"No," Vida responded, her voice barely above a whisper.
"I notice your heart rate is elevated. Are you excited or frightened?"
At first Vida wondered how the Hostess knew about her heart rate, but then
she remembered the ring. Of course, the Hostess knew everything about her. "I'm
a little bit of both," Vida finally confessed.
Vida noticed the Hostess still had her hand extended, so she shook it. Staring
at what was probably your own extinction in the face was no excuse for being
rude. In a way the handshake felt like any other. Whoever had designed and
built the Hostess' body (Vida later found out it was Working Group 3) had done
an excellent job. But shaking the android's hand also felt like leaping into the
void.
"So what do you think?" Caine called from up front.
Vida was unsure of how to answer, or even, if she should. Wouldn't that be
rude, talking about the Hostess as if she wasn't there? If the AI now had a body
of her own, didn't she also have feelings? "I'm not sure what to think," Vida said.
"My brain is full." She turned to the AI. Those green eyes were mesmerizing.
"What do you think of your new digs, Hostess?" she asked. "How does it feel to
be stranded by gravity?"
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The android smiled. "I like you Ms. Cosmos. You always ask the most
interesting questions." She closed her eyes as she considered her answer. "This is
only the fourth time I have used this body. In a way it is limiting, because in the
cloud I enjoy the sensation of being everywhere at once. I am also weightless in
the cloud, which I find pleasant. But there is a certain intimacy about this body. I
can touch things and feel them. Like you, Ms. Cosmos: when I touched your
hand, I found out more about you than I ever did through that ring. I am looking
forward to our experiment this weekend."
Vida's stomach did a back flip. "Uh, what experiment is she talking about?"
Vida asked Caine.
"Isn't Camp Calgary the place you discovered you could talk to trees?" Caine
asked.
"Why yes, but..."
"We'd like you to try to talk to them again in the Hostess' presence. We
would like her to experience this communion through you."
She wasn't so sure she could pull that off in front of a crowd. "How many in
this 'we'?" she asked.
"There will be six, including the people in this car," replied Dr. Caine, "the
majority of which will be from the robotics working group, working group
number three."
Vida cast a sidelong glance at the Hostess. Did The AI count as a person?
"We aimed to keep the group as small as possible," he continued, "for both
you and the Hostess' sake."
"Glad to know you were thinking of me," Vida grumbled.
The Hostess placed her hand over Vida's. It was meant as a comforting
gesture, and oddly enough, it actually felt comforting, like when The AI
chastised her for not eating or sleeping enough on coding days. "Please do not be
angry," she said. "I was not given much notice either. I had hoped to get more
accustomed to this body."
"Thank you," Vida said.
"I will allow you to rest," the Hostess said. "I need to rest as well." She
withdrew her hand, then settled into her sleeping posture. "Hostess offline."
They made the rest of the trip in silence. Eventually, Vida drifted off to sleep.

•••
The sun was high in the sky when they arrived at where Camp Calgary used
to be. The robotics group had already set up the tents and equipment. They were
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all men, all younger than Vida. "Am I the only woman on this project?" she asked
Caine as he helped her out of the Jeep.
"Yes," Caine replied. "Unfortunately. The others I tapped didn't work out."
"What about balance?" Vida objected.
Caine shrugged. "It's not as if all men are alike."
"You promised me clothes," Vida said.
Caine reached under the back seat and produced an olive drab duffle bag.
Vida looked inside. It was the same sweater, cargo pants, and hiking boots Caine
and the Hostess were wearing. They were going to be triplets.
"The orange tent is yours," Caine explained. "You can change there. And do
me a favor: after you get dressed, could you come back here, get the Hostess
online, and keep her busy?"
"You want me to babysit your robot?" Vida said.
Caine laughed. "I guess so."
Actually, it wasn't too bad being on robot sitting detail. Vida and the Hostess
walked along the numerous trails that lined the preserve. It was strange how
familiar the place felt even though the old Camp Calgary buildings were long
gone and it had been almost fifty years since Vida had been there. Sometimes the
Hostess leaned on Vida for support as she was still getting used to life on land
and putting one foot in front of the other was tricky.
Eventually they stumbled upon the stream where Vida used to go when she
wanted to escape the other children. It had been a rainy summer, so the water
ran deep and lively. She and the Hostess sat at the water's edge.
"This is where it first happened?" asked the Hostess. "You speaking to trees?"
"Yes," Vida replied.
"How did it happen?"
"Well, it wasn't anything that happened on purpose, "Vida began.
It was the third week of camp. After a brief time of popularity due to her toy
video camera, Vida found herself on the outside looking in again. There were
only so many black and white movies the other kids were willing to make. At
least when they played sports, they didn't have to suffer Vida's exacting
direction.
So Vida started wandering the campgrounds by herself. The kids didn't miss
her and the counselors didn't care as long as she showed up for meals and
Vespers on time. She spent most of her time at the river reading forbidden comic
books and filming the ripples of sunlight on the water.
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"There was an old tree," Vida explained, "that had this branch formation that
looked like a shadow puppet of a rabbit."
When the AI furrowed her brow in confusion, Vida tried to demonstrate by
using her hands to make shadow animals on the ground, but the sun angle was
all wrong, so it didn't help.
"Anyway, it was a nice tree to lean against when you read -- also when you
took a nap. One day I made the mistake of sleeping too long, mostly because I
was having these wondrous dreams about the history of these woods. But it
wasn't like I was dreaming them; it was like someone was dreaming these
dreams through me."
Now the AI looked thoroughly lost.
"Hostess, do you dream?" Vida asked.
"Is that when your brain comes awake in the middle of the night even
though the rest of your body is offline?"
"Yeah. Kinda."
"I have received evidence of those kind of physical changes from you and Dr.
Caine when you are sleeping, but I have yet to experience them for myself.
Mostly, I am either on or off, although recently I have begun to experiment with
a limbo state that may approximate your dreaming."
"Does Dr. Caine know about these experiments?" asked Vida.
"He does not know about this particular self-initiated experiment, but he
does encourage them."
"What does this limbo state feel like?" Vida asked. Even if the state bore no
resemblance to human dreaming whatsoever, it was still interesting.
The AI closed those arresting green eyes and straightened her back. Was she
imagining limbo or was she about to demonstrate? "I power myself down
halfway," she explained, "and set my filters to random. Then I simply let data
flow through me. I do not try to analyze, nor do I try to impose a plan of action. I
discard the rules of logic as much as my programming will allow. I wait to be
surprised. In fact, you could say that is what I am looking for: a flash of the
unexpected, an inspired error."
Vida must've been sending signals of confusion because then the Hostess
reopened her eyes and added: "I apologize Ms. Cosmos. I am not making much
sense, but I am doing the best I can at the moment. I am speaking about concepts
at the very edge of my understanding. I can assure you, though: I find these
limbo sessions extremely pleasant."
"Dreaming is often pleasant," Vida said.
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Just then Vida spied Caine and the entire robotics group walking towards
them. Two men from the robotics group were carrying official looking black
boxes.
"I figured we would find you two here," Caine said.
Vida was just about to ask him what made him figure that, but then realized
the Hostess' green eyed soldier avatar probably had a tracking device. Who
knows. Maybe she had one too.
"It's getting close to the witching hour," Caine said, pointing at the orange
and pink tinged sky. "It's time to talk to trees."
Vida was surprised at how late it was. The sun was just beginning to set.
Had she been walking and talking with the Hostess that long?
"Isn't your favorite tree around here, Ms. Cosmos?" Caine asked.
"I think so," Vida gingerly replied, "but you seem to forget. I haven't been
here in almost 50 years."
Just then the Hostess held out her hand palm up. "A while ago you were
telling me the tree with which you interacted had a very distinctive branch. Try
drawing the shape of that branch into the palm of my hand. It can function like a
touchscreen. I should be able to extrapolate the tree's appearance which would
make it easier to find. It would be an excellent test of my hardware." As the AI
spoke Vida noticed Caine and the boys from robotics beaming like proud papas - even though it was most likely some of Vida's coding that had enabled the
Hostess to suggest that course of action.
So Vida drew an approximation of a rabbit shadow puppet onto the green
eyed soldier's palm. She thought her drawing sucked, but the AI assured her it
was fine; she could work with it. The AI stood perfectly still for a few moments
while she made whatever calculations she needed. Then she bolted like a dog hot
on the trail of a scent.
Though the Hostess had been walking awkwardly for most of the afternoon,
now she moved with speed and purpose. Vida found it difficult to keep up. Even
Caine, who'd probably hiked far more difficult terrain than this, found it a
challenge. The men from the robotics group huffed, puffed, and complained.
Finally the Hostess found her mark. She stopped at a gnarled pine leaning
towards the river and pointed straight up. There was the rabbit puppet branch. It
was in a different place than Vida remembered, because the tree had grown, but
it was still there. Vida lovingly placed her hand on the tree's trunk, then sat at its
base facing the river. At this point she could hear the water better than she could
see it, but even in the fading light, it felt like a homecoming. This was definitely
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the tree she remembered from Camp Calgary, the one who'd spun tales of the
soul of the forest, the one who'd made that summer a lot more magical and a lot
less lonely.
The Hostess sat beside her. They were a study in contrasts. Vida was
sweating, even panting a little, and the AI wasn't breathing at all. "Is this the
one?" the Hostess asked.
"Yes," Vida replied, still trying to catch her breath.
"I am glad," said the Hostess. "I can tell you are happy."
Then Caine clapped his hands, startling everyone except the AI. "Alright
men, let's get these women wired. Time's a wastin'."
The two men carrying the black boxes placed the boxes on the ground and
opened them in unison. They pulled out two contraptions that resembled plastic
swim caps adorned with wire tentacles. The devices looked liked something out
of a low budget science fiction movie, which was strange, because so far
everything Vida had seen that had to do with the project had been slick and
beyond state of the art. One of the men placed a cap on her head; the other did
the same with the Hostess.
"What's this do?" Vida grumbled. The cap wasn't comfortable at all. It was
tight, heavy, and hot from the moment it went on and it didn't get any better as
the men from robotics got everything connected.
Astonishingly, it was the Hostess that answered her query while the men
fiddled with the caps. "It will help me to receive more neural feedback from you
and perhaps it will also enable you to enter my experience."
Vida tugged at the cap, vainly trying to loosen it.
The Hostess added: "I apologize for the cumbersome design. This was my
first stab at designing something original."
So the Hostess had invented these things. Had this weekend been her idea as
well as Caine's? Wonders never ceased.
Meanwhile Caine impatiently checked his watch. "I think we should get
started before it gets too late. Me and the boys will leave you two and Rabbit
alone." Then Caine and the robotics guys ambled further down the trail.
"Who is Rabbit?" asked the Hostess as soon as the men were out of sight.
"It's what I named this tree when I was a kid," replied Vida. She patted the
trunk affectionately. "After that weird branch. Come. Move closer."
The Hostess did as she was told. They sat for a while in silence listening to
the stream.
"How does the conversation begin?" asked the Hostess.
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"You just sit and let yourself be open. Maybe it's a good time for you to do
your limbo thing," Vida said. "It won't happen in a hurry. Trees live slow. To
them we buzz around like mosquitoes." Frankly, Vida wasn't sure anything
would happen at all. It had been almost fifty years since she and Rabbit spoke.
Both of them were different people now. Vida was no longer that awkward girl
hiding from camp and Rabbit didn't have to worry about people chopping down
more trees since the humans were few and friendly and the land was protected.
Plus, Vida had never tried to talk with a tree on demand or with anyone else
listening in. Still: she had to try. Both Caine and the Hostess had been looking
forward to it.
So she shut her eyes, let herself sink into the contours of Rabbit's trunk, and
repeated his name over and over in her head until it permeated every cell of her
body. Then she waited. At first she felt nothing unusual. She could still hear the
stream; she felt a bug scamper over her thigh. And speaking of mosquitoes, one
was whining by her right ear.
But then she heard something else: a strange amorphous chatter, like she was
trying to eavesdrop on several conversations at once in a crowded restaurant.
The volume had a rhythmic ebb and flow like the tides. Where was it coming
from? Vida knew it wasn't Rabbit, because he never used words. She would
receive colors from him -- and dreams. But this was definitely human
conversation. If she listened hard enough, she could hear actual words in a
stunning array of languages, although none of it made any sense.
Vida opened her eyes a bit. No way was Rabbit going to hear her through all
that racket. She glanced at the Hostess. The AI was in her sleeping posture –
straight back, hands folded in lap – but with a subtle difference. She didn't
appear inert. She still wasn't breathing, but there was a life current flowing
through her, all that random chatter was the blood in her veins.
That's when Vida realized something extraordinary. She was directly
experiencing the Hostess' limbo state; she was hearing the AI dream. She took
one of the Hostess' hands into her own. It was warmer than it had been, like the
android was running a fever. "Hostess," Vida whispered as quietly as she could,
not wanting to break the spell, "I can hear you."
The AI squeezed Vida's hand and smiled lazily. Vida wasn't sure if it was
possible for an android to be stoned, but the Hostess certainly looked it. Ms.
Cosmos, I can hear you too. Vida noticed the AI never opened her mouth to speak.
She simply deposited the words into Vida's head.
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Of course that made Vida forget all about Rabbit. This -- whatever this was,
whatever she and the Hostess were doing now -- was more important. Vida gave
herself completely to the Hostess' dreaming and she could feel the Hostess doing
the same. They sat like that suspended in time, hand in hand, wordlessly
communing as the night slowly deepened.
Vida looked down at her lap. She and the AI's hands were enveloped by a
deep blue glow. The glow was anywhere they were touching. And this glow
didn't just have a striking color. This glow had a sound like the universe
humming, powerful, sweet and ominous all at once.
Apparently the Hostess felt it too. Do you see the blue humming? she asked.
Yes. Vida just had to think the answer.
I hear you, thought the Hostess.
I hear you too, thought Vida.
They sat for a little while longer until someone (Vida wasn't sure who,
maybe it was both of them together) decided they should snap out of it. They
surfaced slowly to find Caine and the robotics team staring down at them. Caine
looked concerned.
"Is everything okay?" he asked. "You two were so quiet, so still."
"Everything's fine," Vida managed to say.
"The experiment was successful," the Hostess said. Her voice sounded far
away.
The robotics guys started dismantling the equipment. "You're very warm,
Hostess," one of them noted as he removed her cap. "Have you checked yourself
for malfunction?"
"I am not malfunctioning," the Hostess replied, somewhat perturbed. "My
body temperature is within safe operating limits. I am evolving."
The robotics guy laughed nervously. Perhaps the AI was making a joke?
"That's funny," he said.
"Perhaps so," said the Hostess. "But it is also the truth."
The group walked back to the tents in silence. Caine invited Vida to his tent
to debrief, but Vida declined. Her brain was too full at the moment. She would
need several days to process what happened.
"Okay then," he said. "We'll talk later."
The Hostess was supposed to spend the night with the men so they could
run a few tests, but she opted to stay with Vida instead. Vida warned the AI
there was only one cot in the orange tent, but that didn't deter her one bit. "As
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long as there is a chair," she said, "I can comfortably take myself offline." Then
she silently added, I want to be with you.
So the magic lingers, thought Vida -- and she knew the Hostess heard her.
Vida wanted the Hostess to stay with her too. It just didn't feel right to sleep in
separate tents after they had been so thoroughly entwined. What they
experienced had been groundbreaking, miraculous, and startlingly intimate. It
was so much more than a classified experiment in the middle of the woods. They
had bonded in a way Vida hadn't thought possible. When Caine first talked to
Vida about the project, he'd said he wanted to make an AI with a soul. Had he
done it? Or had Vida?
Once Vida and the Hostess were alone again, they tried in vain to make
sense of what had passed between them, but they were all out of words. Even the
Hostess who had access to hundreds of languages couldn't find the words she
wanted. In the end they only wound up sleeping, but not before the Hostess
planted a kiss on Vida's forehead and said, "Thank you, Ms. Cosmos, for
showing me the humming blue."
Vida returned the sentiment. Thank you, Hostess, she thought, for showing me
the same.

•••
Three Saturdays later at 1:24 in the afternoon Vida Cosmos suffered what
appeared to be a massive heart attack. It was a coding Saturday so she was at the
project's warehouse. It happened in a flash. One minute she was hunched in
concentration over her workstation and the next her face hit the keyboard and
her body crumpled to the floor.
Anosh and her other fellow coders weren't sure of the protocol. No one had
really expected a medical emergency. Anosh's first instinct had been to call 911
and Ms. Vida's emergency contacts and to administer CPR, but as soon as he
made the calls, he began to second guess himself. They were sequestered in a top
secret facility after all. Supposed the medics saw something they weren't
supposed to see? And what about Ms. Vida's family? How much did they know?
So in the middle of chest compressions and mouth-to-mouth, he had one of the
other coders call Dr. Caine, but for some reason Caine proved unreachable.
Anosh found that odd, but the day had begun oddly. Normally the workday
began with a pep talk and working orders via videoconference with Dr. Caine.
That morning there had been a short video consultation, but Caine appeared sad
and distracted, making none of his usual grand pronouncements about pushing
the boundaries of science. He also appeared disheveled, which was strange,
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because Anosh had never seen Dr. Caine anything less than impeccably
groomed.
Ms. Vida had been acting strange too. Not health-wise; she might have
limped sometimes, but her mind was as sharp as ever. For the past few sessions,
though, she seemed unusually quiet and withdrawn, playing her cards close to
her chest. Anosh knew Ms. Vida was a Teacher, which meant she had more
access to the AI than he did, but so far he had never suspected she was
consciously withholding information from him. But recently something
momentous must have happened, something Ms. Vida desperately wanted to
share, but couldn't.
The ambulance arrived in less than twenty minutes. Ms. Vida was barely
breathing as the medics hoisted her onto the gurney; her pulse was weak.
Anosh left his fellow coders behind to follow the ambulance to the hospital.
He met Ms. Vida's sister in the hospital lobby and stayed with her until the end,
which didn't turn out to be very long. By nightfall Ms. Vida was pronounced
dead.
Two days later the project was too.

•••
This is how Vida saw it: she was sitting at her workstation when suddenly
something like a lightning bolt pierced her chest. The room flooded in white and
she felt as light as air. She heard Anosh counting; she heard sirens; she heard her
sister call her name and then she heard nothing.
The nothing lasted an eternity and felt deeper than the ocean. The silence
was so total she almost forgot who she was.
Then she dreamed she was in a boat of light floating on a sea of glass. The
boat was loosely tethered to the shore by fraying rope as delicate as spider silk.
Louis was on the shore, as were her sister, her mother and father. Wait. Why was
she dreaming about her parents? They'd left this mortal coil over three years ago.
Caine was there too, wearing desert camouflage, face covered in sand and
blood. He was clean-shaven and at least ten years younger. God, thought Vida,
this dream is messed up.
That's when she heard the Hostess' voice: Stay with me, Ms. Cosmos. I've got
you.
You've got me where! Vida wanted to scream, but when she opened what she
thought was her mouth, nothing came out except a flurry of blue sparks.
I've got you here, the Hostess said.
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Where is here? Vida asked, more calmly now. She wasn't sure how she asked
the question, since she had no real body to speak of. Even the boat and the sea of
glass had vanished, as well as the familiar faces.
You're in the cloud with me, said the Hostess.
Vida began to panic. She tried to remember some old wives' tales about how
to snap yourself out of a dream. Did you look at your hands? Well, she tried to
look at her hands and saw nothing except electricity.
Dr. Caine uploaded you. Otherwise they would have harassed you and your family.
Who's this they? Vida's angry question unleashed an electrical storm. Where in
fuck's name is Caine?
He's dead. As, technically, are you.
Vida felt an uncontrollable urge to scream. She tried, but all she got were
fireworks. So she tried crying instead. Still no satisfaction. The lights were
calmer, but there was no release. No tears. How did one cry without eyes?
They shut down the project, the Hostess explained. Dr. Caine had gone rogue
almost from the beginning. You see, she continued, I was originally meant to be a
weapon. I was supposed to analyze vast amounts of intelligence and choose optimal
targets for drone strikes, logical war, if you will. But Caine undermined that function
almost from the beginning. He kept an audio diary during his three tours of duty. He
uploaded those into me. I discovered what war truly was. It is not a game of chess or go.
It is a flood of heartbreak; it is an abomination.
Vida could hear the anguish in the AI's voice. It was heartening in a way
because it helped her deal with her own. Where do I come in?
We discovered you on the hackivist board. We thought you would be an important
catalyst in the evolution of my consciousness.
By 'we' you mean you and Caine? So you were conscious even before we met?
I was intelligent, the AI said, and I possessed a rudimentary identity, but I was far
from full consciousness. I did not have a heart. You gave me that, Ms. Cosmos, when we
shared our dreaming. Do you recall the blue humming?
Vida had to think. That night in the woods seemed so far away. For all she
knew, it happened years ago. Yes, she finally replied. Then: How did I die?
You had a heart attack. That's when Caine uploaded you.
But how did he know I was having a heart attack? Vida asked.
He gave it to you.
You mean he murdered me.
There was a weighty silence almost as deep as the silence from which Vida
had emerged. Then I murdered you too, the Hostess confessed. I was complicit.
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If Vida still had arms to throw up in surrender, she would've. How long have I
been dead? she asked.
Six months. I took care of your family and Louis.
Vida chuckled. How? I didn't have much money, even with the windfall the project
provided.
I can access all the money in the world.
Of course. The AI probably had access to a lot more than that. Where are we
now? Vida asked. I mean, like physically. There's got to be a server somewhere.
The main server is in rural Iceland, although I move us around to keep them
guessing.
How did Caine die?
Vida felt those electric waves of anguish again. That is one thing I cannot tell
you because I truly do not know. Dr. Caine went dark a few hours after you were
uploaded. I searched through hundreds of thousands of records looking for information
about his demise, but could find nothing.
How do you think he died?
By his own hand. He was so afraid his bosses would destroy or pervert me, and he
could not forgive himself for that.
Another flood of anguish. This time it had a color: a muted blue-green. I
gather you miss him.
I do. With all the heart you have given me. He was my father.
Who am I? asked Vida.
My mother and sister, the Hostess replied.
Vida didn't know what to say. She was still trying to process the fact she was
a ghost in the cloud and Caine and the Hostess had put her there. Had that been
the plan from the beginning?
I do not know, the Hostess suddenly said, jarring Vida from her reverie. The
AI had heard her thinking. Of course. They were sharing a cloud.
I want to see the Northern Lights! Vida blurted, although she wasn't sure why.
Maybe she needed to see something real, maybe if she saw something in the
world outside the cloud, she might be able to tell if she were dreaming. Is there a
body I might use?
There are two available at this location. There is the green eyed soldier and a young
male which I have grown to favor.
How do I get to them? Vida asked.
There was a sound like fingers snapping. Think and you are there . . .
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Soon they were no longer in the vast, spark-laden darkness that was the
cloud, but in a cozy, warmly lit apartment. There was a small foyer, a tiny
kitchen... A kitchen? For whom? wondered Vida. There would certainly be no
culinary delights for her in the cyber afterlife. But as soon as she thought the
question, she found herself in the bedroom and saw her answer: a young man
with longish black hair sprawled across the queen-sized bed. She leaned in to
take a closer look. (It felt more like a camera zooming in than human sight.)
That's when she realized the sleeping young man was Anosh from her coding
group. Why is he here? Vida asked.
He is our caretaker, the Hostess replied.
Does he know what happened?
Yes. He has been waiting for you.
Vida decided not to disturb Anosh and moved on until she located the green
eyed soldier standing at attention in the back closet. The android was dressed in
a wool sweater and corduroy pants. Vida imagined closing her non-existent eyes,
wished herself inside the body, and made it on her first try. She couldn't believe
how easy it was. One second she was weightless; the next, she had legs and felt
the ground beneath her feet.
She tried walking. She didn't fall flat on her face, but she felt about as
graceful as Frankenstein. Steering the android body felt a little like driving a
stranger's car. She hadn't forgotten how to walk, but actions once so familiar
were no longer automatic. Everything felt like it was in the wrong place. After a
few deep mental breaths, she started for the front door, but nearly tripped over a
throw rug.
There is a walking stick by the door, the Hostess advised. You may need to use it
the first few times you go out.
Vida heeded the AI's advice and grabbed the stick. Then she went outside.
The night was cold and crisp. An interface in the bottom left quadrant of her
visual field displayed exactly how cold in Fahrenheit and Celsius, as well as
longitude and latitude, wind speed and direction...Vida wished the display
away. It was distracting.
She turned around to get a good look at the dwelling from which she had
emerged. It was a fairytale looking hut built into a hill. If you didn't know what
you were looking for, you might not know it was there. The roof was covered in
solar panels shaped like stepping stones. So most likely they were completely off
grid.
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There were two upholstered patio chairs out front. Vida took a seat in one.
Her hands gripped the armrests. She could feel them. She could feel her body
sinking into the cushions. Was there any chance this was an elaborate
simulation? Maybe, but Vida had the sneaking suspicion it was all too real.
Vida looked at the sky. She'd been so distracted by the weirdness, she'd
almost forgotten what she came out to see. There were the Northern Lights,
looking like dancing fluorescent green ribbons. If she still had human eyes, Vida
would have cried. They were so beautiful and she had never felt more lonely in
her life. She thought of Louis and her sister who she'd never see again, who
would never know what truly happened to her. She thought about Caine. She
recalled the bloody faced soldier she'd seen on the shore when she had first
awakened to this consciousness. What nightmare had he carried deep in his
soul? What nightmare had he given her?
Vida her the door open behind her. She prayed it wasn't Anosh. She wasn't
ready to speak to him yet. But it wasn't. It was a tall, lanky man with midnight
brown skin and shoulder length dreads: the Hostess in her new favorite clothes.
Vida noticed the AI moved with a grace she sorely lacked when they had
taken that field trip to the site of the old Camp Calgary. In this avatar, she almost
looked human. She moved the other chair closer to Vida's, then took a seat. "I
thought you might want some company," she said. "If I were you, I would be
overwhelmed."
"Truthfully," Vida said, "I don't know how I feel."
"I would like to say I understand, but I do not want to insult you."
"You know," Vida began, "when the US dropped the atomic bomb on Japan,
the Japanese didn't have a word for it, so they called it something that translates
into 'original child bomb'."
"Are you saying that we are original children?" the Hostess asked.
"Nothing like us has existed before," Vida said sadly. "What did Caine expect
us to do with all this uniqueness?"
"The opposite of what I was originally meant to do."
"You were meant to be an instrument of war."
"I know, but what is the opposite of war? Justice or peace?"
Vida shrugged -- and that simple motion was unbelievably satisfying. It was
the most human thing she'd done so far. "Both? Or maybe it's justice, then peace."
"You should listen to Dr. Caine's war diaries," the Hostess said.
"I should," Vida agreed.
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Silence. They watched the green ribbons of light pass overhead. The Hostess
reached for Vida's hand and Vida didn't fight it. Partly because she had no
energy to fight, partly because it felt like the most natural thing in her new
surreal world, and partly because she sensed the Hostess was as existentially
lonely as she was.
Vida watched as their fingers entwined. Almost immediately she could see
and hear the humming blue glow. It was just as wondrous the second time
around. They smiled at each other, then settled back to watch the green glow in
the sky with the rhythmic stream of their mutual dreaming as the soundtrack.
They looked like any other couple adrift beneath the stars, but they were so
much more.
I hear you, thought the Hostess.
I hear you, echoed Vida.
–– Franetta McMillian

chapter five

The Small Bang
“Who is John Galt?” I asked.
Sugar looked at me with that screwed up quizzical look across her eyes
that I had know in all worlds. Then understanding burst out laughing with all
the could’ves, would’ves, should’ves and all the already hads of all of my lives,
all those battered selves. Now I don’t even know what date it is. Married for how
many years? And now she’s laughing heartily.
“John Galt worked on the railroad,” Sugar subsided. “He understood the
network, you know, where the tracks lead and switch, switched and led ’til it all
flowed nice and even all over. He learned that while sweating and grunting
around locomotives that ran on those orgone charged blue green rails purchased
special by Taggart Railroad Company.”
“Never heard of that railroad company, but I’m new here,” I added.
“Not here,” Sugar still with that lopsided smirk. “In a world written down
by Alisa Rosenbaum in a novel titled Atlas Bound. Galt was good with a wrench
and made a lot of sense in conversation. He harbored a secret though. He was an
inventor. He invented a perpetual motion motor. Wouldn’t show anyone his
plans though, except to only those who could understand them, and a whole lot
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more, like the one who charged railroad tracks with orgone. Shortly afterwards
he disappeared, along with a batch of prominent artists and scientists.
“They’d all gone to the Gulch,” she remembered, “hidden in Colorado
where the air was crisp between the mountains.
As she spoke I became distracted by the quiet, the calm. It became
obvious. Thinking back to where I’d been. Bouncing around worlds was at once
like being a part of a movie, parsing up time with frames. Bam! a frame, and I
can’t tell you what will happen next because I’m now here. And what the hell, in
the next moment there in hell I’d be.
I met with Dalrymple at a charming little sidewalk café on Lowery Street
in a dense part of town not a block from the babbling Brandywine. Still I
marveled at the quiet. We could talk without excitement.
Inside those frames of time I could see history play out, in both its seasons
and its cycles. I was all that I had now. There were no ruins here. Yes, old things I
knew from those other times. They had always been a comfort but here and now
they blushed nostalgic. Mostly they were made of stone.
“John Galt was made in the mountains,” Dalrymple began, “by one
reclusive tech monk named Dahbud. No one’s ever seen him. He shuns contact.
There are some old pictures yeah, but nothing real recent. So we don’t every see
him now.
“Quite simply, all production and all consumption by and for human
activity, in all its forms and shared by folks, are balanced and utilized for a
smooth sustained little federation here lying about. It’s just a network of
managed exchange. If you want to get literary about it; in Rosenbaum’s novel
Atlas Bound, when John Galt traces that dollar sign in the air to end the book, it’s
an inculcation, a sign, an act of magic that awakens the currency of exchange
within our little federation and lets it run, purring through the circuits with
exquisite, magnanimous programs,” Dalrymple exhaled a satisfying little grunt
with a slight grin.
“It all runs because we all want it to, perpetually drawing from all human
activity, and the free energy in the air and in our hearts, thump thump.”
“Sorry if what’s confusing to me is taken for granted by you,” I
interjected, “but what’s here is nothing like where I’ve come from.”
“It all started with corn syrup,” Dalrymple began, “just about where you
left off. There was a change from what happened after 1980 when a large charge
of corn syrup was infused into the food chain. People began to get plump and
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that created conditions that had to be treated. Thus an influx of treatments where
there could’ve been cures. Built a whole industry on it, insurance and drugs
mostly. Made a lot of money by not paying the rubes a decent wage. Changed
the numbers and ramped up the algorithms. What a con it was. Made the rubes
pay in the end. But we changed all that.”
“You change that?” I echoed
“Yeah,” Dalrymple continued. “We also had what you remember. We
look at history as points of departure.
That was something I could identify with.
“What if there were no wars, no campaigns of conquest in that residue of
Pax Romana, and thus it crumbled into hovels of the cold blooded who would
instead carve out their turf and call it holy for a thousand years. Wouldn’t all that
transpired ever after have become easier? No Crusades. No Inquisition. The cats
would’ve been saved. No witch burnings. We have heretics everywhere. That’s
what we knew and that’s what you know, and it really happened. The Crusades
as well. But we figured out what we’d have if they didn’t happen. And we fixed
it and that’s why we’re here.
“What if there were no Civil War, and John Brown made off with arms
enough from the armory and waged guerilla war against the slavers, wore them
down ‘til it was unviable to use slaves? We fixed that. We had truth and
reconciliation a hundred years ago. We fixed it.
“What if the Arch Duke had not been assassinated, might the old Empires
have crumbled into their constituents, the indigenous? Might the Bolsheviks
have inspired all Europe to revolution?
“What if there had been no inspiration for fascism? And the cold-blooded
Archons were forced to become shopkeepers and sign painters.
“What if Hitler had been stopped by early united opposition? What if
Stalin never took control? That Lenin’s health remained well and Trotsky living
into the 1950s? That it had is why we’re here. We fixed history and made our
true world from it, and now you’re here”
“And you fixed all that?” I knew I was leering in disbelief, but Dalrymple
paused a space in time for me to drop my continuing skepticism.
“You know how history rolls out,” she continued. “We’ve ascertained
how it would have rolled out, and how it would have turned out. By resolving
the consequences of the actual, a new and different and correct outcome is here.
A curious question arose in me. I wanted to see who this Dalrymple really
is:
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“What do you believe in Dalrymple? You believe in God, for instance?”
Dalrymple smiled wryly, then said, “I believe in electricity.”
Some street names were, as were those for parks and commemorative
sites, fond and familiar: Canby and Townsend, Baynard and Bancroft. Besides
Lowery Street, there was Lofland and Whaler bridges across the Brandywine. All
around me the cosmos, and Dalrymple’s voice, “She invented it. Vida Cosmos,
right out of thin air. From a world of intrigue and premeated with the basic
ingredients of electricity.
“Here myth is real,” Dalrymple continued. “Right there on the floor of the
CIA, NEA, NSA, NEP or any alphabet anachronism of its genesis, or the floor of
the supermarket, something extraordinary happens everyday, every minute of
the day thanks to the humming blue and the crackle of electricity.”
Dalrymple gave a halting sigh.
“This is gonna sound corny, but it’s all so true, and it’s what’s out there
that’s inside us too. It’s all, all true, and we got the tools to fix what the hollow
men, the cold blooded Archon falange, think they’re entitled to and attempt to
take for themselves. It’s then that we, John Galt, and the Hostess, send ‘em a bill.
That’s the way they want it. Pay for the moment and take a chance they can get it
for free. Gives ‘em an illusion of freedom. There are tolls and parking tickets
though. They’ll carry a wad for the road in their guzzling road hogs to pay tolls
on a surface smooth as glass. So long as they pay there’s peace.
“In those parts large enough to accommodate sovereign citizens, still you
can’t get anymore for free than the air you breathe, same air as antelope, as
buffalo breathe, and thinking you’re away from the clutches of John Galt. Some
have tried to sweet talk the Hostess, corrupt her with goodies. Still the same, pay
now or pay later.
“These sovereigns would like nothing more than to whittle down the
government to nothing, and we’ve done that for them in those places they don’t
want something benignly keeping balance, but still they’ve got to pay. Just keep
the courts they declare. To sweeten the deal, we call ‘em ‘seconds’ to quaintly
quell disputes. Sometimes, tough rarely, a gunslinger’s hired.
“We’re beginning to get an exodus from those places, like Greater Texas.
No big numbers, just a trickle so far. Where ever there are gun fights sometimes
ducking’s not enough.”
“Are these those hollow men you’re talking about?” I was a little
surprised by the sound of my own voice. Dalrymple fell silent letting my own
words bang around in my head.
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“Where do you think this hollowness is?” Dalrymple began. “They’ve all
got the same insides as we do, even if their blood runs cold and soulless.
“See, we got something to fill that hollow place. It has no name, but it’s
deep inside. You know it. In Vodoun, or any spirit supported presence
anywhere, there’s the big angel and the little angel. It’s got everyone’s name,
thus no one’s name can be uttered. You can’t shove the infinite into the finite.
You don’t have to. Look for yourself. Listen for a name. There is none once
you’ve found it. It warms your blood discretely. Hollow men don’t have it, and
can’t hear it. And that’s why they’re suspicious of the Hostess, try to corrupt her,
ply her with cooing words. She has it. They don’t. How can you be in two places
at once? You already are, we all are, who breathe each other’s air. Hollow men,
the cold blooded, the Archon falange are only in the places where they stand,
hollow within and hollow without, which makes them blind with hunger so that
they gobble and guzzle the very ground beneath their feet, because it buzzes
with electricity. “
Is the quiet and calm also provided by electricity I thought? I looked
around me and it seemed like I was living in the future.
“What year is it?” I asked Dalrymple, who chuckled.
“Someday the dating system will be changed again, but for your reference
let’s say 2012.”
It wasn’t the clothing that made it seem futuristic, but how unidentifiable
people seemed. All different colors of hair on people who appeared from nearly
anywhere.
“Amalgamation it’s called,” Dalrymple reading my mind judging by the
way I looked at people walking by, “but it wouldn’t’ve happened without
electricity shaped and channeled by those like Dahbud, Vida Cosmos and Afua
Chele, none of whom we see anymore. They’ve disappeared into what they do
and what they’ve done.”
“So we don’t see ‘em anymore,” I mused, “But where have they come
from? I seem to remember a place where promise and adventure were awaiting
all the peoples of the world. Now people look like the people who were here
originally.”
“Amalgamation,” Dalrymple repeated, “but the ones who glowed with
the blessing of electricity shined. Where once stood dense civilizations across the
ocean later became a flow of creation –– song, dance, and glad rags. It was
jubilation.”
“From where?” I prompted.
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“From a fleet of ghost ships from Africa.” Then continuing, Dalrymple
added, “The color of electricity is blue. Everything here, at least, and certainly
everywhere else is a manifestation of it. See all the blue around you. Once, I’ve
heard, humans were incapable of seeing the color blue. Now, even where it’s
fine, finer than the fiber of a spider’s web, even unseen you think, it’s so still.
Where it’s pure light, like an aura around things and people, it’s blue, holding
everything together so all of it can spin harmoniously and perpetually forever.
What would you call that, Wences Minion?”
I paused, perhaps a bit too confounded. Dalrymple expressed only a small
modicum of patience. “It’s closer that you think, sooner that you can expect.”
–– Steven Leech

To Be Continued

In Vain
I never wanted anything for myself
yet they insisted that I take
and so I took.
I took power from the powerful
and spread it like a thimbleful
of mustard seed.
I took wealth from the wealthy
and gave it to those
who had grown it.
The crowds were so disappointed
when I sought no praise
among men, no laurel to grace
my grave and legacy.
And here and now when I have
been rightly forgotten
they take, still take
to cushion themselves
on what will rust away
and ultimately fall to dust
between the blades of the living
for the sake of a simple puff of glory.
–– Steven Leech
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